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Carotenoids are red, orange, and yellow pigments found in photosynthetic organisms that
play vital roles in light capture and photoprotection. In flowering plants, carotenoids may also
accumulate as secondary metabolites in non-photosynthetic tissues, contributing to the bright
colors of many flowers and fruits. Because the main function of floral and fruit carotenoids is in
the attraction of pollinators and seed dispersers, these pigments are crucial in the ecology and
evolution of many angiosperms. In order to accumulate dispensable carotenoids, plants must
activate the carotenoid biosynthesis pathway (CBP) genes and develop specialized storage
organelles called chromoplasts. The genetic regulation of these processes during flower and fruit
development determines when and where pigments are accumulated and leads to an incredible
diversity of carotenoid pigmentation in natural species and horticultural varieties. However, very
few regulatory genes controlling carotenoid biosynthesis and storage are known, particularly in
flowers.
This dissertation investigates the genetic regulation of floral carotenoid biosynthesis and
storage. Chapter 1 reviews current knowledge of CBP gene regulation at the transcriptional level,
identifying knowledge gaps and challenges in the field. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 begin to fill these
knowledge gaps, using a forward genetics approach to identify carotenoid regulators in a newly
developed model system, monkeyflowers (Mimulus). Chapter 2 describes Reduced Carotenoid
Pigmentation 2 (RCP2), which encodes a tetratricopeptide repeat protein positively regulating
CBP gene expression and chromoplast development. Chapter 3 investigates Accumulation and
Replication of Chloroplasts 6 (ARC6), a chloroplast division gene necessary for chromoplast
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division and floral carotenoid accumulation. Chapter 4 characterizes Dicer-like 4 (DCL4), which
encodes a small-RNA-producing endoribonuclease that negatively regulates CBP genes to
produce floral nectar guide patterns. These genes are among the first identified carotenoid
regulators in flowers, advancing the study of carotenoid synthesis and storage and illustrating the
importance of forward genetics approaches in diverse model systems.
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In plants, the carotenoid biosynthesis pathway (CBP) is essential for the production of
photosynthetic and protective pigments, plant hormones, and visual/olfactory attractants
for animal pollinators and seed dispersers. The regulation of carotenoid biosynthesis at
the transcriptional level is vitally important for all of these functions and has been the
subject of intensive research. Many putative transcriptional regulators, both direct and
indirect, have been identified through conventional mutant analysis, transcriptome
profiling, yeast one-hybrid screening, and candidate gene approaches. Despite this
progress, our understanding of the transcriptional regulation of carotenoid biosynthesis
remains fragmented and incomplete. Frequently, a stimulus or regulator is known, but
the mechanism by which it affects transcription has not been elucidated. In other cases,
mechanisms have been proposed (such as direct binding of a CBP gene promoter by
a transcription factor), but function was tested only in vitro or in heterologous systems,
making it unclear whether these proteins actually play a role in carotenoid regulation in
their endogenous environments. Even in cases where the mechanism is relatively well
understood, regulators are often studied in isolation, either in a single plant species or
outside the context of other known regulators. This presents a conundrum: why so many
candidate regulators but so little consensus? Here we summarize current knowledge
on transcriptional regulation of the CBP, lay out the challenges contributing to this
conundrum, identify remaining knowledge gaps, and suggest future research directions
to address these challenges and knowledge gaps.
Keywords: carotenoid biosynthesis, transcriptional regulation, photosynthetic tissue, flowers, fruits, seeds, roots

INTRODUCTION
Carotenoids are red, orange, and yellow pigments produced by photoautotrophic organisms. In the
green tissues of plants, carotenoids are essential for light capture, photoprotection, and stabilization
of the photosynthetic apparatus (Frank and Cogdell, 1996; Hashimoto et al., 2016). Leaf carotenoids
are therefore synthesized in tight coordination with chlorophylls, and their composition is remarkably
conserved across higher plants (Goodwin and Britton, 1988; Meier et al., 2011). In addition to their
integral roles in photosynthesis, carotenoids accumulate as secondary metabolites in many flowers
and fruits to attract pollinators and seed dispersers. Due to their dispensable nature in non-green
tissues, these pigments often differ drastically in composition and concentration between species or
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even between varieties of the same species (Moehs et al., 2001;
Bradshaw and Schemske, 2003; Nielsen et al., 2003; Giovannoni,
2007; Ha et al., 2007; Chiou et al., 2010; Yamagishi et al., 2010;
Yamamizo et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2015). Floral and fruit
carotenoids can also be cleaved to produce volatile compounds
(i.e., scents and flavors), which further enhance plant–animal
interactions (Dudareva et al., 2006). Finally, carotenoids serve
as precursors for the synthesis of the plant hormones abscisic
acid (ABA) and strigolactones, as well as other apocarotenoids
that are involved in many developmental processes and stress
responses (Cutler et al., 2010; Hou et al., 2016; Jia et al., 2017).
Because of their critical importance in the physiology,
development, ecology, and evolution of plants, carotenoid
metabolism and function have been intensively studied. The
highly conserved carotenoid biosynthesis pathway (CBP) has
been characterized in many plants (reviewed in Ruiz-Sola and
Rodríguez-Concepción, 2012). In recent years, attention has
turned to the regulation of carotenoid accumulation at multiple
levels: transcriptional, post-transcriptional, post-translational,
storage/degradation, and feedback regulation by end products.
This has led to the discovery of numerous carotenoid regulatory
mechanisms such as the post-translational regulation of
phytoene synthase (PSY) by Orange (Or) (Lu et al., 2006;
Zhou et al., 2015), the catabolism of carotenoids by carotenoid
cleavage dioxygenases (CCDs) and 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid
dioxygenases (NCEDs) (e.g., Auldridge et al., 2006; Ohmiya
et al., 2006; Vallabhaneni et al., 2010), and feedback regulation
by apocarotenoid-derived signaling molecules (e.g., AvendañoVásquez et al., 2014).
In this review, we will focus on the transcriptional regulation
of carotenoid biosynthesis genes. For other aspects of carotenoid
regulation, we refer readers to several recent reviews (Cazzonelli
and Pogson, 2010; Yuan et al., 2015; Nisar et al., 2015; Liu
et al., 2015a; Hou et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016; Enfissi et al., 2017;
Llorente et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2018a; Ohmiya et al., 2019). In
this paper, “transcriptional regulation” of carotenoid biosynthesis
genes simply refers to altered transcript abundance in response
to a stimulus or as a result of the mutation, knockdown, or
overexpression of another gene (e.g., transcription factor,
chromatin remodeler). Additionally, we use the term “CBP
genes” to refer to the core CBP, from PSY to NSY (see Figure 1
for a schematic of the CBP). Upstream non-carotenoid specific
genes [mevalonate (MVA) or methylerythritol phosphate (MEP)
pathways], genes of the side branches leading to the production
of hormones and apocarotenoids, and genes necessary for
the production of uncommon carotenoids (e.g., capsanthin,
capsorubin, astaxanthin), are not discussed in detail.
We have organized this review by tissue type because
carotenoids serve unique functions in photosynthetic tissues,
fruits, flowers, seeds, and roots and because the literature is
already somewhat structured in this manner. For example,
tomatoes are considered the model system for carotenoid
biosynthesis in fruits, and Arabidopsis for that in leaves. Even
in narrowing the scope to just transcriptional regulation,
this review covers about 40 putative regulators of carotenoid
biosynthesis genes (Table S1). However, there is little overlap
of these numerous regulators between studies of different tissue
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FIGURE 1 | Transcriptional regulation of carotenoid biosynthesis pathway
(CBP) genes in photosynthetic tissues. The regulation of CBP genes
in response to light (sun), senescence (leaf), and high temperature
(thermometer) and by epigenetic controls (DNA) is shown. The carotenoid
biosynthesis pathway is in black, with carotenoid biosynthesis genes
indicated in dark blue. Carotenoid regulators discussed in the paper are
shown in light blue, with other regulators in purple. Green arrows indicate
positive regulation, while blunt red arrows indicate negative regulation. Solid
lines show direct interactions, while dotted lines show indirect/unknown
interactions. GGPP, geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate; PSY, phytoene synthase;
PDS, phytoene desaturase; Z-ISO, 15-cis-zeta-carotene isomerase; ZDS,
zeta-carotene desaturase; CRTISO, carotene isomerase; LCYB, lycopene
beta-cyclase; CYCB, chromoplast-specific lycopene beta-cyclase; BCH,
beta-carotene hydroxylase; ZEP, zeaxanthin epoxidase; VDE, violaxanthin
deepoxidase; NSY, neoxanthin synthase; LCYE, lycopene epsilon-cyclase;
CYP97A3, cytochrome P450–type beta-hydroxylase; CYP97C1, cytochrome
P450–type epsilon-hydroxylase.

types or different plant species. In other words, very few of these
putative regulators seem to have a conserved function in the
transcriptional control of carotenoid biosynthesis genes across
tissue types or plant species. We lay out some of the challenges
contributing to this conundrum, identify remaining knowledge
gaps, and suggest research directions to address these challenges
and knowledge gaps in the coming years.

Photosynthetic Tissues

Carotenoids are an integral part of the light harvesting apparatus,
capturing light energy and protecting the photosynthetic
apparatus from damaging reactive oxygen species (ROS)
formed during photosynthesis (Demmig-Adams and Adams,
1996; Pogson et al., 1998; Niyogi, 1999; Baroli and Niyogi,
2000; Dall’Osto et al., 2007). These pigments may also play
an important role in temperature stress by scavenging ROS
produced by photosystem II (PSII) in extreme temperatures and
stabilizing thylakoid membranes (Havaux, 1998; Pospíšil, 2016).
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Additionally, the developmental program for leaf senescence
requires carotenoid precursors for the production of ABA and
strigolactones (Nambara and Marion-Poll, 2005; Snowden
et al., 2005; López‐Ráez et al., 2008; Alder et al., 2012; Ueda and
Kusaba, 2015). Transcriptional regulation of the CBP genes in
photosynthetic tissues is therefore highly influenced by light,
temperature, and developmental cues.

Light

The light signaling machinery of plants has been extensively
characterized in Arabidopsis (e.g., Delker et al., 2014; Dong et al.,
2014; reviewed in Jiao et al., 2007; Lau and Deng, 2012), and
many key regulatory genes have been identified. One such gene,
Phytochrome Interacting Factor 1 (PIF1), is perhaps the bestunderstood transcriptional regulator of carotenoid biosynthesis.
During seedling deetiolation, phytochromes are activated by red
light and move from the cytoplasm into the nucleus to interact
with signaling components. The bHLH transcription factor PIF1,
which represses AtPSY expression in the dark, is phosphorylated
by phytochromes upon photoactivation and subsequently
degraded by the proteasome (Bae and Choi, 2008; Shen et al.,
2008; Shin et al., 2009). This initiates the rapid de-repression of
AtPSY as well as genes involved in chlorophyll biosynthesis and
chloroplast development.
Toledo-Ortiz et al. (2010) showed that Arabidopsis PIF1 binds
directly to a G-box element in the AtPSY promoter in both in vitro
and in vivo assays and demonstrated that this binding leads to
transcriptional repression. PIFs also contribute to the regulation
of AtPSY in mature plants during their daily light/dark cycles.
In fully deetiolated plants grown under short-day conditions,
higher levels of carotenoids and AtPSY transcripts were found in
pif mutants than in wild-type plants (Toledo-Ortiz et al., 2010).
Another important player in light signaling is the bZIP
transcription factor Long Hypocotyl 5 (HY5), which acts
antagonistically to PIF1 during photomorphogenesis. HY5
activates carotenoid and chlorophyll biosynthesis genes, as well
as genes involved in chloroplast development and cotyledon
expansion. Unlike PIF1, which is stabilized in the dark by the
DET1/DDB1/CUL4 complex, HY5 is stabilized by light (the COP1/
DDB1/CUL4 complex targets HY5 for degradation in the dark)
(Shi et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2015). Interestingly, HY5 and PIF1
bind to the same G-box element of the AtPSY promoter, which
serves as a relatively simple switch to promote deetiolation upon
illumination. This switch also functions in the daily light/dark
cycles of mature plants (Toledo-Ortiz et al., 2014).
PIFs are also involved in shade-triggered reduction of
carotenoid accumulation in Arabidopsis leaves, through an HY5independent mechanism. When there is a low red/far red (R/FR)
ratio of light in shade conditions, Phytochrome Rapidly Regulated
1 (PAR1), a bHLH co-factor, is upregulated and induces AtPSY
expression by physically interacting with PIF1 and preventing it
from sitting on the AtPSY promoter (Bou-Torrent et al., 2015).
Carotenoid biosynthesis is also induced when greening is
de-repressed in the dark, which can be achieved through the
blockage of gibberellic acid (GA) biosynthesis (Rodríguez-Villalón
et al., 2009; Toledo-Ortiz et al., 2010). GA negatively regulates
DELLA proteins, which in turn negatively regulate PIFs. In
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Arabidopsis GA biosynthesis mutants, AtPSY transcript levels
in etiolated seedlings are elevated relative to the wild type. In
“double” mutants lacking both GA and DELLAs, this response
is repressed. Treatment of wild-type plants with a GA inhibitor
reduced PIF1 binding to the G-box in the AtPSY promoter
(Cheminant et al., 2011).
While the PIF1/HY5 regulatory mechanism is relatively
well understood, there is still much to be learned about the
transcriptional regulation of carotenoid biosynthesis during
deetiolation. For instance, many other carotenoid biosynthesis
genes are de-repressed during photomorphogenesis in
Arabidopsis, such as AtBCH2, AtZEP, and AtLCYE (which are
constitutively de-repressed in pif mutants). Of these, only AtBCH2
has a G-box in its promoter, but this G-box is not bound by PIF1
(Toledo-Ortiz et al., 2010). Additionally, truncated AtPSY genes
lacking G-boxes in Arabidopsis are still light responsive (Welsch
et al., 2003), indicating that there are other factors involved in
light responsiveness unrelated to the PIF pathway and/or that
PIFs may bind other elements.
Indeed, a chromatin immunoprecipitation–microarray (ChIP–
chip) analysis in Arabidopsis seeds showed that PIF1 binds to
748 sites, only 59% of which contain G-box elements (Oh et al.,
2009); additionally, only a small fraction of G-box elements
in the Arabidopsis genome have been shown to be bound by
PIFs (Kim et al., 2016). PIF1 has been shown to bind PIF
binding E-box (PBE) elements in vitro, though this interaction
is relatively weak (Kim et al., 2008; Pfeiffer et al., 2014). PIF1interacting transcription factors may facilitate the targeting
of PIF1 to specific sites, particularly those containing multiple
G-boxes and/or G-box coupling elements (GCEs) (Kim et al.,
2016). Thus, non-canonical PIF binding sites may play a role in
PIF1 regulation of other CBP genes.
Another thing to consider is that PIF1 is certainly not a specific
carotenoid regulator: it has been shown to directly regulate the
chlorophyll biosynthesis gene AtPOR by binding its promoter and
to indirectly regulate other genes in that pathway (Moon et al.,
2008). This may account in part for the tight coordination between
chlorophyll and carotenoid biosynthesis in green tissues during
photomorphogenesis. However, for PIF1 to function in chromoplastcontaining tissues, the regulation of carotenoid and chlorophyll
biosynthesis must be decoupled (see the "Fruits" section).
The intensity of light affects both carotenoid concentration
and composition (Hirschberg, 2001). High light stress produces
ROS such as triplet chlorophyll and singlet oxygen, which can
be deactivated by carotenoids. Additionally, excess excitation
energy in the photosystems can be effectively dissipated by
carotenoids, particularly zeaxanthin (Dall’Osto et al., 2012;
Jahns and Holzwarth, 2012). High light causes a rapid decrease
in lumen pH, which increases violaxanthin deepoxidase
(VDE) enzyme activity, converting violaxanthin to zeaxanthin
(Figure 1). Although this interconversion between violaxanthin
and zeaxanthin (i.e., the xanthophyll cycle) is regulated posttranslationally by activation and inactivation of the VDE enzyme
(Müller et al., 2001), high light does induce transcriptional
changes of CBP genes as well. For example, the ratio of LCYB
to LCYE transcripts increases fivefold in both Arabidopsis and
tomato leaves in high light relative to low light (Hirschberg, 2001),
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which channels metabolic flux through the branch of the CBP that
produces zeaxanthin (Figure 1). AtBCH2 transcription is also
upregulated by high light treatment in Arabidopsis (Rossel et al.,
2002), likely enhancing the metabolic flow towards xanthophylls
as well. However, the transcription factors responsible for these
CBP gene expression changes remain unknown.
Ultraviolet B (UV-B) light also triggers the production
of carotenoids, which are directly linked to photoprotection
of the photosynthetic apparatus (Middleton and Teramura,
1993). Irradiation of Arabidopsis plants with UV-B causes
slight decreases in lutein and β-carotene content but a
substantial increase in zeaxanthin. Correspondingly, the
expression of AtPSY, AtZDS, and AtBCH1/2 is enhanced.
Loss-of-function AtLYCE (LUT2) mutants accumulate more
β-carotene branch xanthophylls compared to the wild type
and consequently show decreased DNA and oxidative damage
under UV-B light (Emiliani et al., 2018). Interestingly,
the UV-B response pathway and the photomorphogenesis
pathway share several common components. For example,
the active form of UV RESPONSE LOCUS 8 (UVR8), a
UV-B–specific photoreceptor, directly interacts with COP1
and regulates HY5 expression (Brown et al., 2005; Brown and
Jenkins, 2008; Cloix and Jenkins, 2008; Favory et al., 2009;
Rizzini et al., 2011). Therefore, it would not be surprising if
the transcriptional regulators of the CBP genes downstream of
AtPSY (e.g., AtZDS, AtBCH1/2) turned out to be the same for
both UV-B response and photomorphogenesis.

Temperature

The PIF1/HY5 switch can also control AtPSY expression in
response to temperature cues (Toledo-Ortiz et al., 2014). In
addition to being stabilized by light, HY5 is stabilized by cold
temperatures (Catalá et al., 2011). In a ChIP assay, both the
AtPSY and AtVDE promoters were preferentially bound by
HY5 at low compared to ambient temperatures. Furthermore,
the rapid increase of HY5 and decrease of PIF1 protein levels
when etiolated Arabidopsis seedlings were exposed to light
was more robust at lower temperature (Toledo-Ortiz et al.,
2014). This would lead to higher expression of AtPSY at lower
temperatures. These findings are echoed by experiments in
maize (Zea mays), which showed that ZmPSY1 and ZmPSY2
expression decreases at high temperatures in both light and
dark conditions (Li et al., 2008a).
The sensitivity of PSY transcript levels to temperature
cues indicates that transcriptional regulation of the CBP may
be partially responsible for temperature stress responses. It
makes sense that high light and low temperature responses
would overlap, because the consequences of these stressors
are similar: they both produce ROS and prevent the repair
of PSII damage (reviewed in Szymańska et al., 2017). Thus,
PIF1/HY5 regulation of PSY may be an important mechanism
for increasing carotenoids to scavenge ROS. However, high
temperature stress, which also produces damaging ROS,
reduces the expression of PSY, indicating that transcriptional
regulation of this gene is not responsible for high temperature
stress response.
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Senescence

Leaf senescence is a developmentally controlled process leading
eventually to organ death. The breakdown and recycling of
macromolecules from senescing leaves allow plants to reallocate
resources to reproduction or new growth (Gan and Amasino, 1997;
Lim et al., 2007). One of the most prominent phenotypes during
senescence is leaf yellowing due to the breakdown of pigments in
chloroplasts (Ougham et al., 2005). Although all photosynthetic
pigments are eventually broken down, chlorophylls are usually
lost more rapidly than carotenoids. There are also changes in the
composition of carotenoids during senescence: while all decline,
lutein remains at relatively stable levels compared to neoxanthin,
violaxanthin, and antheraxanthin (Biswal, 1995; Britton and
Young, 1989). This is perhaps due to the cleavage of β-carotene
branch carotenoids for the production of strigolactones and
ABA, which further promote leaf senescence (Yang et al., 2003;
Ueda and Kusaba, 2015).
The transcription of CBP genes changes dramatically during
leaf senescence. In an Arabidopsis microarray analysis of senescing
leaves, AtLCYE, AtCYP97C1, and AtCYP97A3 expression drops,
reducing flux through the α-carotene branch of the pathway.
This is followed by the induction of AtBCH1, which might be
important for downstream hormone production (Breeze et al.,
2011). Similar trends can also be seen in woody perennial plants:
in aspen trees (Populus tremula), PtBCH2 is significantly induced
by autumn senescence (Andersson et al., 2004).
The only known potential regulator of CBP genes during leaf
senescence is DRL1 from grapevine (Vitis vinifera), encoding a
NAC transcription factor. Overexpression of DRL1 in tobacco
has been shown to delay leaf senescence and decrease ABA
levels. The expression of NtZEP1 and carotenoid cleavage genes is
reduced in these transgenic plants (Zhu et al., 2019). However, the
endogenous function of DRL1 in grapevine is yet to be reported.

Other CBP Regulators in Photosynthetic Tissues

Besides ZEP, two other CBP genes downstream of PSY
have potential known regulators in photosynthetic tissues.
In Arabidopsis leaves, the Ethylene Response Factor (ERF)
transcription factor RELATED TO AP2 2 (RAP2.2) was shown
to bind the AtPSY and AtPDS promoters in vitro (Welsch et al.,
2007). However, overexpression of AtRAP2.2 in Arabidopsis
leaves did not result in higher AtPSY or AtPDS messenger RNA
(mRNA) levels, nor a change in carotenoid concentration. A
knockout mutant of AtRAP2.2 was not available, probably due
to lethality. These results leave the endogenous function of
AtRAP2.2 in carotenoid regulation ambiguous.
AtCRTISO is another CBP gene in photosynthetic tissues
with an identified regulator: the histone methyltransferase Set
Domain Group 8 (SDG8). sdg8 mutants produce low levels of
CRTISO mRNA, which correlates with reduced trimethyl-H3K4
and increased dimethyl-H3K4 around the CRTISO transcription
start site (Cazzonelli et al., 2009). Although this mechanism is
well understood, SDG8 is certainly not a specific carotenoid
regulator: mutation in this gene downregulates 85 other genes
and causes broad pleiotropic effects, including increased shoot
branching, reduced fertility, and early flowering. It is currently
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unknown whether the function of SDG8 in carotenoid
biosynthesis is conserved across species.
As described above, only a few regulators of carotenoid
biosynthesis in green tissues, such as PIF1 and HY5, have
been well characterized and shown to directly regulate PSY in
Arabidopsis. Additionally, their importance as regulators of
photomorphogenesis, responses to daily light/dark cycles, and
temperature has been established. However, we still know very
little about what regulates most CBP genes downstream of PSY
in green tissues.

Fruits

The ripening developmental program of fleshy fruits involves
changes in texture (alteration of cell wall composition, reduction
in turgor pressure), flavor and aroma (alteration of volatiles,
sugar/starch, and acid metabolism), and color (alteration of
chlorophyll, carotenoid, and flavonoid content) (Klee and
Giovannoni, 2011). Many economically important fruits (e.g.,
tomato, orange, papaya) produce copious carotenoids during
ripening, and therefore, the transcriptional control of CBP genes
during fruit ripening has attracted considerable research efforts.

Tomatoes

The foremost model for carotenoid regulation during fruit
ripening is tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) (Figures 2–3), which
primarily accumulates lycopene in mature fruits. During tomato
fruit development, transcription of the early CBP genes SlPSY1
and SlPDS increases, while the transcription of SlLCYE and
SlLCYB, which convert lycopene to other downstream products,
decreases (Pecker et al., 1992; Giuliano et al., 1993; Fraser et al.,
1994; Corona et al., 1996; Ronen et al., 1999; Alba et al., 2005).
Tomato fruits are climacteric, and thus, ethylene biosynthesis and
signaling are necessary for the onset and completion of ripening
(reviewed in Liu et al., 2015b). CBP gene regulation is also tightly
coupled with these processes, and many of the regulators that
affect CBP gene expression also affect other aspects of ripening.
These may therefore be considered general regulators of ripening,
oftentimes functioning far upstream of the CBP genes.
Several MADS-box ripening regulators affect the expression
of CBP genes in tomatoes, and a ripening model similar to
the floral quartet model has been proposed (Figure 2). In this
model, different combinations of MADS-box proteins bind
different target genes (Bemer et al., 2012; Shima et al., 2013;
Fujisawa et al., 2014). These “ripening quartet” regulators include
Tomato AGAMOUS-LIKE1 (TAGL1), Ripening Inhibitor (RIN),
FRUITFULL1 (FUL1), and FUL2. These transcription factors
have both overlapping and individual (but never antagonistic)
contributions to the expression of CBP genes, with the total effect
being the positive regulation of SlPSY1, SlPSY2, SlZDS, SlZ-ISO,
SlCRTISO, and SlBCH, and the negative regulation of SlLCYB,
SlLCYE, and SlCYCB (the chromoplast-specific paralogue of
SlLCYB) (Vrebalov et al., 2002; Ito et al., 2008; Itkin et al., 2009;
Vrebalov et al., 2009; Giménez et al., 2010; Fujisawa et al., 2011;
Fujisawa et al., 2012; Fujisawa et al., 2013; Fujisawa et al.,
2014; Martel et al., 2011; Bemer et al., 2012; Qin et al., 2012;
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Shima et al., 2013; Zhong et al., 2013). For the effects of each
individual regulator, see Figure 2A.
These MADS-box proteins exert their effects over CBP gene
transcription both directly by binding the promoters of some
genes and indirectly by unknown mechanisms. Various studies
have shown the promoter of SlLCYB to be bound by all four
regulators; the promoter of SlPSY1 to be bound by TAGL1, RIN,
and FUL1; the promoters of SlZ-ISO, SlCRTISO, and SlZEP by
RIN, FUL1, and FUL2; the promoter of SlBCH by FUL1 and
FUL2; the promoter of SlCYCB by TAGL1; and the promoter of
SlLCYE by RIN (Ito et al., 2008; Itkin et al., 2009; Vrebalov et al.,
2009; Giménez et al., 2010; Fujisawa et al., 2011; Fujisawa et al.,
2012; Fujisawa et al., 2013; Fujisawa et al., 2014; Martel et al., 2011;
Bemer et al., 2012; Qin et al., 2012; Shima et al., 2013; Zhong et al.,
2013; see Figure 2B for a graphical summary).
It should be mentioned that ChIP studies assessing RIN
binding to target gene promoters have produced inconsistent
results. Some studies have shown that the SlPSY1 promoter is
bound by RIN (Martel et al., 2011; Zhong et al., 2013; Fujisawa
et al., 2013), while others have not detected this interaction or had
inconclusive results (Fujisawa et al., 2011; Fujisawa et al., 2012;
Fujisawa et al., 2013). Also, though FUL1 has been shown to bind
the promoter of SlPSY1 and promote its expression (Shima et al.,
2013; Fujisawa et al., 2014), one study in which FUL1 and FUL2
were silenced showed that fruits did not have altered expression of
SlPSY1 (Bemer et al., 2012). The loss of FUL1 function may have
been compensated by RIN and TAGL1, and thus, its endogenous
role in regulating carotenoid biosynthesis remains unclear.
Other CBP-regulating MADS-box genes in tomato that
interact with or regulate the ripening quartet are SlMADS1,
SlFYFL, and SlCMB1 (Figure 2). SlMADS1 and SlFYFL are
both negative regulators of carotenoid biosynthesis, suppressing
SlPSY1 expression (SlFYFL also suppresses SlPDS and SlZDS)
(Dong et al., 2013; Xie et al., 2014). SlCMB1 promotes the
expression of SlPSY1 and SlPDS, while suppressing SlCYCB,
SlLCYB, and SlLCYE transcription (Zhang et al., 2018a).
Many other regulators play a role in CBP gene regulation
during fruit ripening, especially those involved in hormone
synthesis and signaling. SlAP2a (an APETALA2/ERF protein)
positively regulates fruit ripening, promoting the expression
of SlPSY1, SlCRTISO, SlBCH, and SlPDS1, and repressing
SlZEP1 and SlCYCB (Chung et al., 2010; Karlova et al., 2011).
The overexpression of Tomato Ethylene Response Factor 1
(TERF1) induces SlZDS expression, perhaps via plastid-tonucleus retrograde signaling (Wu et al., 2019). Silencing
LeHB-1 (encoding an HD-Zip transcription factor) inhibits
fruit ripening and lycopene production, most likely through
inhibition of ethylene biosynthesis (Lin et al., 2008). However,
the transcript levels of CBP genes were not assessed in the
LeHB-1 silenced lines.
NAC family transcription factors involved in ethylene
biosynthesis also affect the transcription of CBP genes: SlNAC4
positively regulates SlPSY1 and negatively regulates SlCYCB,
SlLCYB, and SlLCYE (Zhu et al., 2014), while SlNAC1 has the
opposite effect (Ma et al., 2014; Meng et al., 2016). SlNAC1
has been shown by yeast one-hybrid assay to interact with the
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FIGURE 2 | Transcriptional regulation of CBP genes in tomato fruits:
“ripening quartet”–related proteins. (A) The regulation of CBP genes
in tomato fruits. The carotenoid biosynthesis pathway is in black, with
carotenoid biosynthesis genes indicated in dark blue. Carotenoid regulators
discussed in the paper are shown in light blue. Green arrows indicate
positive regulation, while blunt red arrows indicate negative regulation. Solid
lines show direct interactions, while dotted lines show indirect/unknown
interactions. Inset: protein–protein interactions between “ripening quartet”
regulators. (B) Venn diagram showing the direct binding of TAGL1, RIN,
FUL1, and FUL2 to CBP gene promoters.

promoters of SlPSY1 and ethylene biosynthesis genes (Ma
et al., 2014).
Additionally, overexpression of SlNAC1 increases the amount
of ABA, potentially by providing the carotenoid precursors for its
synthesis (Ma et al., 2014). In wild-type fruits, ABA production
precedes ethylene production and may be an important trigger
for ripening (Zhang et al., 2009). ABA application promotes
several ripening processes, including carotenoid accumulation,
by regulating transcription factors for ethylene biosynthesis
and signaling (Mou et al., 2016). Another regulator related
to ethylene–ABA is SlPti4 (also a member of the AP2/ERF
superfamily). Silencing of SlPti4 enhances ABA production while
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decreasing ethylene production, which induces the expression
of SlCYCB and the consequent color change from red to orange
(Sun et al., 2018b). Finally, the zinc finger transcription factor
SlZFP2 inhibits fruit ripening by negatively regulating ABA
biosynthesis (Weng et al., 2015). SlZFP2-overexpressing fruits
accumulate more β-carotene and lycopene compared to the wild
type, but it is unclear whether SlZFP2 actually regulates CBP
gene expression, as the transcript levels of CBP genes were not
reported in this study (Weng et al., 2015).
Besides ethylene and ABA, other plant hormones are also
involved in tomato fruit ripening, with complex actions and
interactions. Auxin acts antagonistically to ethylene, delaying
ripening. Exogenous application of an auxin inhibitor to
tomato fruits produces an effect similar to ethylene application,
indicating that perhaps the presence vs. absence of auxin, not
ethylene per se, determines ripening in tomato (Su et al., 2015).
RNA interference (RNAi) mediated silencing of two paralogues
of Auxin Response Factor 2, SlARF2A and SlARF2B, caused
downregulation of SlPSY1, SlPDS, and SlZDS and upregulation
of SlLCYB1, SlLCYB2, and SlCYCB (Hao et al., 2015). Several key
ripening genes (e.g., RIN, CNR, NOR, AP2a, TAGL1, FUL1/2)
were also downregulated in these RNAi lines, indicating that
SlARF2A/B may regulate CBP gene expression through the
ripening factors.
Brassinosteroid (BR) application to pericarp discs induces
lycopene formation (Vardhini and Rao, 2002). Transgenic lines
overexpressing Brassinazole Resistant 1 (BZR1) have increased
transcript levels of SlPSY1 and SlZDS (Liu et al., 2014). Cytokinins
(CKs) are also involved in ripening: SlIPT4, which catalyzes the
rate-limiting step of CK biosynthesis, represses the expression of
SlPSY1 and SlPDS, while upregulating the expression of SlZ-ISO
and SlZDS (Zhang et al., 2018b). Given that both BR and CK are
isoprenoids synthesized using precursors from the MEP/MVA
pathways, it is perhaps not too surprising that their biosynthesis
and signaling affect carotenoid biosynthesis (Sakakibara, 2006;
Andrade et al., 2017). Another hormone, jasmonic acid (JA),
promotes lycopene accumulation and CBP gene expression,
even in ethylene-insensitive mutants (Liu et al., 2012), but the
mechanism is unknown.
Light is also an important regulator of CBP genes during
tomato fruit development. Interestingly, the shading response
seen in Arabidopsis leaves is utilized in tomatoes for fruit ripening.
In an in vivo ChIP assay, SlPIF1a binds to a PBE-box located in
the promoter of the tomato SlPSY1 gene to repress its expression.
This repression is only maintained when the R/FR light ratio is
low. In an elegant experiment, Llorente et al. (2016) showed that
the presence of chlorophyll in the immature green fruit pericarp
acts as a self-shading mechanism, giving a low R/FR ratio. When
developmentally triggered degradation of chlorophyll begins, the
R/FR ratio increases, and SlPSY is de-repressed by phytochromemediated degradation of SlPIF1a.
Other light signaling components have been examined
in tomato fruits. Mutations in the high pigment genes HP1
(DDB1) and HP2 (DET1) give increased amounts of chlorophyll
in immature fruits and increased amounts of carotenoids in
mature fruits (Mustilli et al., 1999; Levin et al., 2003; Lieberman
et al., 2004). DDB1 and DET1, which are known to interact
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FIGURE 3 | Transcriptional regulation of CBP genes in tomato fruits: other
proteins. The regulation of CBP genes in tomato fruits. The carotenoid
biosynthesis pathway is shown in black, with carotenoid biosynthesis genes
indicated in dark blue. Carotenoid regulators discussed in the paper are
shown in light blue. Green arrows indicate positive regulation, while blunt red
arrows indicate negative regulation. Solid lines show direct interactions, while
dotted lines show indirect interactions.

with PIF1/HY5 and regulate their protein levels in Arabidopsis
leaves, do not appear to strongly affect the expression of CBP
genes in tomato fruits. The high pigment levels are probably
due to changes in plastid size and/or number that increase the
storage capacity of carotenoids. CBP gene expression has been
shown to be slightly altered in tomato det1 mutants compared to
wild type: in a transcriptome study, SlPSY1, SlPDS, and SlLCYB
transcript levels were all slightly elevated in immature fruits,
while SlCYCB transcript levels were reduced. At the mature
red stage, SlPSY1, SlZDS, and SlCYCB were upregulated, but
carotenoid biosynthesis is not at peak levels in mature fruit,
and thus, these differences may not be developmentally relevant
(Kolotilin et al., 2007).
Another light-responsive CBP regulator in tomato is SlPRE2,
an atypical bHLH transcription factor whose expression is
repressed in high light. When SlPRE2 is overexpressed, it
alters the growth of stems and leaves, promotes hypocotyl
elongation, and downregulates chlorophyll biosynthesis genes
as well as SlPSY1, SlPDS, and SlZDS. Transcript levels of HY5
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are also reduced, which could explain the low level of SlPSY1
transcripts (Zhu et al., 2017a).
Other proteins appear to indirectly affect the transcription
of CBP genes through plastid processes. Overexpression of the
B-box protein BBX20 increases the chlorophyll and carotenoid
content in tomato leaves and fruits, inducing SlPSY1 and SlVDE
expression. BBX20 was found to bind to a G-box in the SlPSY1
promoter in vitro and interacts with DET1. Carotenoid content
is probably enhanced because of both the increase in SlPSY1
expression and an increased number of chloroplasts. BBX20
overexpression does not affect carotenoid accumulation or CBP
transcription in flowers, indicating that distinct mechanisms
operate in fruits and flowers (Xiong et al., 2019).
The Clp protease ClpR1 enhances transcript levels of
SlLCYB, SlCYCB, and SlCYP97C11. This gene probably affects
the transcription of carotenoid biosynthesis genes through its
contributions to the chloroplast-to-chromoplast transition
(D’Andrea et al., 2018). The Stay Green 1 (SGR1) protein
represses SlPSY1 expression (although the effect appears
minor). When SGR1 is knocked down, fruits have lower PIF1
expression and altered ethylene signal transduction. SGR1
also interacts directly with SlPSY1 protein, and knockdown of
this gene induces early chloroplast-to-chromoplast transition,
indicating that this gene has many regulatory functions (Luo
et al., 2013).
Epigenetic regulation is also crucial to fruit ripening and
carotenoid biosynthesis in tomato. Zhong et al. (2013) showed that
about 1% of the tomato genome shows differential methylation
during fruit ripening by chemically inhibiting methyltransferases.
For a review on epigenetic controls in tomato fruit ripening, see
Giovannoni et al., 2017; for a review on epigenetic control of
carotenoid biosynthesis, see Arango et al., 2016.
Colorless non-ripening (Cnr) tomato mutants do not
express SlPSY1 (Thompson et al., 1999, Eriksson et al., 2004)
and thus do not produce lycopene. The CNR locus was shown
to be a SQUAMOSA Promoter Binding Protein–like (SPL) gene,
with the causal mutation occurring in the promoter. This
mutation was an epimutation, with increased methylation
in mutants (Manning et al., 2006). When wild-type tomato
fruits are treated with a methylation inhibitor, they produce
early-ripening red sectors (which have unmethylated CNR
promoters). The sectors that remain green also remain
hypermethylated, suggesting that methylation of ripening
genes acts as a developmental block. SlPSY1 transcripts were
isolated from early-ripening sectors, suggesting that this fruit
ripening mechanism is upstream of carotenogenesis and other
ripening processes (Zhong et al., 2013). The CNR SPL gene
might be a conserved carotenoid regulator across species.
Constitutive expression of AtmiR156b (which silences AtSPL3,
a CNR SPL homologue; Wang et al., 2009) produces excess
amounts of lutein and β-carotene in Brassica napus seeds,
though CBP gene expression was not assessed (Gandikota et
al., 2007; Wei et al., 2010; Arango et al., 2016). None of the
CBP genes has a sequence complementary to AtmiR156b, so
this increase in carotenoids is indirect (Wei et al., 2010), likely
through the SPL gene.
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Another epigenetic regulator, the tomato histone deacetylase
gene SlHDA3, negatively regulates SlPSY1 expression, while
positively regulating SlCYCB, SlLCYB, and SlLCYE. Ethylene
biosynthesis genes and cell wall metabolism genes were also
negatively regulated by SlHDA3, as were RIN, Cnr, and TAGL1
(Guo et al., 2018).

Other Climacteric Fruits

Putative transcriptional regulators have also been identified in
other climacteric fruits (Figure 4). In papaya (Carica papaya),
in vitro and dual luciferase assays in a heterologous host (i.e.,
tobacco) showed that the ethylene response protein CpEIN3a
binds to and activates the promoters of CpPDS4 and CpBCH.
Further, its interacting partner CpNAC2 binds to and activates
the promoters of CpPDS2, CpPDS4, CpZDS, CpLCYE, and
CpBCH. The interaction between CpEIN3a and CpNAC2
increases activation of these genes (Fu et al., 2017). Also in
papaya, the NAC family transcription factor CpNAC1 has
been shown to bind to the CpPDS2 and CpPDS4 promoters in
vitro and activate them in transient assays in tobacco (Fu et al.,
2016). Two other papaya transcription factors, CpbHLH1 and
CpbHLH2, bind to the promoters of CpCYCB and CpLCYB in
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vitro and in tobacco transient assays, with CpbHLH1 acting as
a repressor and CpbHLH2 as an activator (Zhou et al., 2019).
However, the endogenous functions of these papaya genes are
unknown.
In kiwifruit (Actinidia deliciosa), a promoter screen identified
AdMYB7 (among other MYBs) as a putative regulator of
AdLCYB. The authors confirmed interaction between AdMYB7
and the AdLCYB promoter in a gel mobility shift assay. When
AdMYB7 was overexpressed in tobacco in a transient assay, the
carotenoid content increased twofold. Stable overexpression of
this gene in tobacco gave increased expression of NbPSY, NbPDS,
NbZDS, NbLCYB, NbLCYE, and chlorophyll biosynthesis genes
(Ampomah-Dwamena et al., 2019).

Non-Climacteric Fruits

Watermelon (Citrullus lanatus) fruits, like tomatoes, accumulate
lycopene. However, they are non-climacteric, meaning that
their ripening process is not concurrent with a spike of
ethylene production and cellular respiration. The expression
of watermelon homologues of CNR, SlAP2a, and SlERF6 was
correlated with ripening and carotenoid biosynthesis; however,
that of RIN, TAGL1, NAC-NOR, DET1, DDB1, and CUL4 was
not (Grassi et al., 2013). This suggests that some regulators might
be common to carotenoid-accumulating fruits, while others are
potentially involved in other aspects of ripening, such as ethylene
biosynthesis/perception and light sensing/plastid transition.
In citrus, a yeast one-hybrid screen using the promoters of
CsLCYB1 and CsLYCB2 identified the MADS-box gene CsMADS6
(a homologue of TAGL1), which is expressed in flowers and
fruits. Overexpression of CsMADS6 in citrus calli gave increased
expression of CsPSY, CsPDS, CsCRTISO, CsLCYB2, and CsBCH,
while transcription of CsLCYE was repressed. Additionally, the
transcript levels of citrus HY5 and RAP2.2 homologues increased,
while PIF1 levels were reduced (RIN and FUL are not expressed
in citrus calli). CsMADS6 can bind the promoters of CsPSY and
CsPDS in vitro to activate them (Lu et al., 2018). Another citrus
gene, the R2R3-MYB CrMYB68, has been shown to directly and
negatively regulate CrBCH2 by Electromobility Shift Assays and
dual luciferase assays, but the endogenous function of this gene
in citrus is unknown (Zhu et al., 2017b).

Flowers

FIGURE 4 | Transcriptional regulation of CBP genes in other fruits. The
regulation of CBP genes in citrus, peach, papaya, and orange kiwi. The
carotenoid biosynthesis pathway is shown in black, with carotenoid
biosynthesis genes indicated in dark blue. Carotenoid regulators discussed in
the paper are shown in light blue. Green arrows indicate positive regulation,
while blunt red arrows indicate negative regulation. Solid lines show direct
interactions, while dotted lines show indirect/unknown interactions.
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The coordinated transcriptional regulation of CBP genes is
largely responsible for the coloration of carotenoid-pigmented
flowers (e.g., Corona et al., 1996; Moehs et al., 2001; Chiou et al.,
2010; Dalal et al., 2010; Yamagishi et al., 2010; Yamamizo et al.,
2010; Ohmiya, 2013; Zhang et al., 2015; Kishimoto et al., 2018;
Wang and Yamagishi, 2019). However, very few genes regulating
the transcription of CBP genes in flowers have been identified
(Figure 5). Notably, none of the regulators involved in tomato
fruit ripening dramatically affect flower petal color, even though
tomatoes have carotenoid-pigmented flowers. This is probably
because fruit and flower carotenoid biosynthesis are differentially
regulated: while tomato fruits accumulate lycopene, the main
carotenoid components in tomato flowers are the xanthophylls
violaxanthin and neoxanthin (Galpaz et al., 2006). Most flowers
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for carotenoid biosynthesis in flowers, the DNA binding site/s of
this transcription factor is/are yet to be determined. It is unknown
whether RCP1 directly or indirectly activates transcription of the
CBP genes. Another gene from monkeyflowers, RCP2, is also
necessary for carotenoid biosynthesis in petals. RCP2 codes for a
tetratricopeptide repeat protein that promotes the expression of
the entire CBP, apparently through the regulation of chromoplast
formation (Stanley et al., 2017). It appears that chromoplast
defects in rcp2 mutants are somehow conveyed to the nucleus
through retrograde signaling, which reduces transcription of all
CBP genes. Again, the mechanism for this coordinated regulation
of carotenoid biosynthesis genes is still unknown, and almost
certainly indirect.

Seeds

FIGURE 5 | Transcriptional regulation of CBP genes in flowers. The
regulation of CBP genes in Nicotiana tabacum and Mimulus species.
The carotenoid biosynthesis pathway is shown in black, with carotenoid
biosynthesis genes indicated in dark blue. Carotenoid regulators discussed in
the paper are shown in light blue. Green arrows indicate positive regulation,
while blunt red arrows indicate negative regulation. Dotted lines show
indirect/unknown interactions.

Seed carotenoids are critical for ABA biosynthesis and seed
dormancy, as well as protecting seeds from ROS damage.
Therefore, carotenoids contribute to successful germination
(Howitt and Pogson, 2006). In Arabidopsis and Nicotiana
plumbaginifolia, it has been shown that ZEP transcript levels
increase during seed development, peaking just before the
accumulation of ABA (Audran et al., 1998; Audran et al., 2001).
Very few transcriptional regulators of seed carotenoid
biosynthesis have been identified (Figure 6). In maize, the
endosperm P-box and AACA motif regulatory sequences are

studied to date primarily store xanthophylls and/or β-carotene
(Ohmiya, 2011).
The F-box protein CORONATINE INSENSITIVE 1 (COI1) is
necessary for the perception of jasmonic acid JA. In addition to
its many other functions, COI1-mediated JA signaling has been
implicated in the production of floral and extrafloral nectar.
Silencing of COI1 in Nicotiana tabacum not only suppresses
nectar production in flowers but also decreases the amount of
β-carotene in the floral nectary. The expression of NtPSY, NtZDS,
and NtLCYB was reduced in the COI1-silenced lines during
carotenoid accumulation (and persisted throughout development
for NtPSY). Silencing COI1 also strongly downregulated the
R2R3-MYB gene MYB305 in floral nectaries, suggesting that
COI1 works upstream of this gene (Wang et al., 2014). It was
previously shown that RNAi knockdown of MYB305 causes the
loss of β-carotene in floral nectaries (though gene expression
of the CBP genes was not analyzed) (Liu et al., 2009). MYB305,
then, may mediate the transcriptional regulation of NtPSY,
NtZDS, and NtLCY.
In the monkeyflower species Mimulus lewisii, an R2R3-MYB
gene called Reduced Carotenoid Pigmentation 1 (RCP1) positively
regulates all of the CBP genes expressed in flowers, contributing
to the bright yellow coloration of the floral nectar guides (Sagawa
et al., 2016). Although this seems like a promising global regulator
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FIGURE 6 | Transcriptional regulation of CBP genes in roots. The regulation
of CBP genes in root tissues. Icons indicate the species (carrot, cassava,
maize, rice, and Arabidopsis). Developmental and environmental cues are
shown in purple. The carotenoid biosynthesis pathway is shown in black,
with carotenoid biosynthesis genes indicated in dark blue. Carotenoid
regulators discussed in the paper are shown in light blue. Green arrows
indicate positive regulation, while blunt red arrows indicate negative
regulation. Dotted lines show indirect/unknown interactions.
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bound by P-box binding factor (PBF) and GAMYB proteins,
respectively. The ZmBCH2 promoter contains both elements
and is bound in vitro by PBF and GAMYB (Jin et al., 2019).
A transient assay in maize showed that overexpression of
each transcription factor alone increased ZmBCH2 transcript
levels, but together, the effect was not additive. This regulation
of ZmBCH2 is probably tied to ABA biosynthesis, and not
carotenoid accumulation, as maize seeds accumulate lutein (a
separate branch of the pathway).
It is perhaps surprising that so little is known about CBP
transcriptional regulation in seeds, given the developmental and
economic importance of seed carotenoids. This may be because
many carotenoid-containing seeds primarily accumulate lutein
(e.g., wheat, maize, millet, sunflower, pumpkin, canola), and
the regulation of the α-carotene branch of the pathway is little
understood (Howitt and Pogson, 2006). Additionally, promoter
screens for late pathway carotenoid biosynthesis genes are rarely
performed and/or reported, perhaps due to a biased focus on
early pathway genes like PSY.

Roots

Although most roots do not produce carotenoids in appreciable
amounts, the CBP is active to provide the precursors for ABA
biosynthesis (Rock and Zeevaart, 1991; Bartley and Scolnik, 1995).
ABA induces expression change of stress-related genes in response to
dehydration (reviewed in Shinozaki and Yamaguchi-Shinozaki, 2007).
Thus, the transcriptional regulation of carotenoid biosynthesis is
key to water stress responses in plants. Additionally, some crop
plants (e.g., sweet potatoes and carrots) accumulate large amounts
of carotenoids in storage roots, where developmental signals
regulate CBP genes over the course of root maturation.

Abiotic Stress Responses

Because roots are responsible for water and nutrient acquisition,
root tissues must be able to respond to environmental cues. Of
particular relevance to carotenoid biosynthesis is the sensing
of and response to drought and salt stress (Figure 6). These
mechanisms are related and overlapping (Zhu, 2002) and will
thus be considered together. Rice (Oryza sativa) and maize
each have three PSY paralogues, one of which (PSY3) appears
to be strongly inducible by drought, salt, and exogenous
ABA application. OsZEP and ZmBCH are also moderately
upregulated by these stressors in rice and maize, respectively
(Welsch et al., 2008; Li et al., 2008b).
In cassava (Manihot esculenta), there are also three copies
of PSY. However, MePSY3 is expressed at extremely low levels,
and its transcription is not affected by salt or drought stress.
Instead, MePSY1 and MePSY2, which are normally expressed in
photosynthetic tissues, are upregulated in roots to mediate the
salt/drought response (Arango et al., 2010).
In Arabidopsis, which has only one PSY gene, salt stress
upregulates AtPSY in the root but not the shoot. There is also
a root-specific increase in the transcript levels of AtBCH1,
AtBCH2, and AtZEP, but not other CBP genes. It was speculated
that ABA signaling transcription factors might bind the AtPSY
promoter preferentially in the root (Ruiz-Sola et al., 2014).
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It appears that the transcriptional regulation of PSY is a
conserved mechanism for drought/salt stress response in
plants. When multiple paralogues of PSY are present in a
genome, there may be specialization in function, perhaps
mediated by differences in cis-regulatory elements (CREs).
In cases where no specialization is evident, PSY regulation is
tissue-specific: in both cassava and Arabidopsis, salt/drought
stress upregulates PSY specifically in the root, with leaves
exhibiting no change in PSY mRNA levels. Some downstream
genes in the β-carotene branch of the CBP (which leads to
ABA) are also altered by drought/salt stress, but the affected
genes appear to be species-specific, with no later pathway
genes being consistently responsive.

Storage Roots

In carrots (Daucus carota), the expression levels of most CBP
genes (DcPSY1/2, DcPDS, DcZDS1/2, DcLCYE, DcLCYB, and
DcZEP) increase over root development in several different
carrot cultivars, including white carrots, which ultimately do
not sequester carotenoids (Clotault et al., 2008). White carrots
overexpressing a bacterial orthologue of PSY (crtB) in roots had
significantly increased carotenoid levels (though not nearly as
much β-carotene as orange carrots, suggesting that other factors
also mediate this process) (Maass et al., 2009). This demonstrated
that transcriptional regulation could play an important role in
carotenoid accumulation in carrot roots.
In Fuentes et al. (2012), carrot roots were grown either
underground or in light, and the mRNA levels of multiple
CBP genes were assessed. Light-grown carrots accumulated a
carotenoid profile similar to that of leaves, while dark-grown
carrots accumulated mostly β-carotene. The expression patterns
of most CBP genes mirrored these changes, with the exception of
DcZDS1 and DcLCYB2 (which were not affected by treatment)
and DcLCYE (which actually increased in both treatments).
As proposed before, transcriptional regulation alone cannot
account for these differences. It is important to note that light
induced the formation of chloroplasts instead of chromoplasts,
which indicates that plastid-to-nucleus retrograde signaling may
somehow regulate CBP gene expression.

So Many Regulators, So Little Consensus

A fairly large number of putative transcriptional regulators
of carotenoid biosynthesis have been identified from various
species and tissue types (Table S1), mostly in the past decade. A
conundrum emerges from this otherwise exciting progress: why
so many candidate regulators but so little consensus? Almost
every tissue type in every species studied to date seems to utilize
a different group of transcriptional regulators for carotenoid
biosynthesis. Perhaps it is not too surprising that the CBP is
differentially regulated in various tissue types, as carotenoids
serve very different functions in different organs (e.g., in leaves
as essential components of the photosynthetic apparatus vs. in
flowers and fruits as secondary metabolites), but it is puzzling
that each species seems to have evolved its own carotenoid
regulators. In our opinion, this conundrum exists at least in part
because of the following challenges:
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(1) The endogenous functions of some of these putative
transcriptional regulators have not been verified through
knockout or knockdown experiments (e.g., CpEIN3a,
CpNAC1/2, CrMYB68, CsMADS6, CpbHLH1/2, AdMYB7,
ZmPBF, ZmGAMYB). These regulators were usually identified
through transcriptome-based co-expression analyses or yeast
one-hybrid screens using promoters of CBP genes. Interactions
between these regulators and their DNA binding sites in the
CBP gene promoters were often tested by in vitro gel shift assays
and/or dual luciferase assays. Sometimes these regulators were
further characterized by transient or stable overexpression
in a heterologous host (e.g., tobacco). However, one should
be cautious when interpreting these results, as heterologous
expression can sometimes be uninformative or even
misleading (Kramer, 2015). Before knockout or knockdown
data become available, we think these genes should be regarded
as “candidate” instead of bona fide carotenoid regulators.
(2) Most putative regulators were identified from ripening
fruits, especially tomato (e.g., TAGL1, RIN, FUL1, FUL2,
SlMADS1, SlNAC4, SlAP2a, SGR1, SlHDA3), making it
very difficult to disentangle these regulators’ influence on
carotenoid biosynthesis from their other ripening roles,
which are largely mediated through ethylene signaling. In
fact, most of the putative carotenoid regulators identified
in tomato are components of the ethylene signaling
network (Li et al., 2019). Therefore, it would not be
unexpected if these tomato fruit ripening genes do not
regulate carotenoid biosynthesis in other tissue types or in
non-climacteric fruits.
(3) Current major model systems for carotenoid regulation are
somewhat unusual or at least not representative. For example,
the best genetic model system, Arabidopsis, does not produce
chromoplast-containing tissues. The foremost fruit model,
tomato, accumulates lycopene and is climacteric, whereas
fruits of many other plant species (e.g., orange, papaya)
accumulate abundant downstream products (e.g., β-carotene
and xanthophylls). These limitations raise the question
whether the knowledge gained from these systems is widely
applicable to other plant species.
(4) Minimal effort has been put into testing whether the
function of a certain regulator identified from one species
is conserved in another species. So far, only the PIF1/HY5
regulatory module has been shown to play a role in carotenoid
biosynthesis during both Arabidopsis photomorphogenesis
and the onset of tomato fruit ripening. Even in this case, it is
unclear whether PIF1/HY5 function at the onset of tomato
fruit ripening is an ancestral feature of all fleshy fruits or was
accidentally co-opted from the photomorphogenesis network
just in tomatoes.
In addition to these challenges, there are also many gaps in
our understanding of transcriptional regulation of carotenoid
biosynthesis. For example, we know very little about what
regulates most CBP genes downstream of PSY in photosynthetic
tissues, even in Arabidopsis; we know virtually nothing about
the transcriptional regulators of CBP genes in the roots of
any model systems; we know only three regulators in flowers
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(i.e., COI1/MYB305, RCP1, and RCP2), and even for these, we
know nothing about their functional mechanisms; we know a
variety of phytohormones affecting CBP gene expression, but we
do not know which transcriptional regulators relay their signals
to CBP genes.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
The challenges and knowledge gaps discussed above present
wonderful opportunities for future carotenoid research. We
think the following research directions will be fruitful in
understanding how carotenoid biosynthesis is controlled at the
transcriptional level:
(1) Testing the function of known putative carotenoid regulators
(Table S1) across multiple species with well-developed
genetic/genomic resources and functional tools. For example,
generating knockdown transgenic lines or Clustered Regularly
Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) mutants of
the SDG8 orthologue in readily transformable species like
tomatoes or monkeyflowers would be a straightforward way
to test whether the role of this gene in CRTISO regulation is
conserved across angiosperms or just an oddity in Arabidopsis.
Likewise, it would be interesting to generate knockdown/
knockout lines of RCP1 or RCP2 in tomatoes to see whether
tomato flower color changes.
(2) Identifying regulators of late pathway CBP genes using
promoter screens. The recent study in maize (Jin et al.,
2019) where two new regulators were identified using the
ZmBCH2 promoter is a good example. Besides traditional
yeast one-hybrid screens, recently developed methods
such as CAPTURE (CRISPR Affinity Purification in
siTU of Regulatory Elements) can be used to identify
both transcription factors and chromatin remodelers
at a particular promoter site with high specificity (Liu
et al., 2017).
(3) Discovering key CREs of the CBP genes in various species.
Databases such as PLACE (Higo et al., 1999) and PlantCare
(Lescot et al., 2002), in conjunction with phylogenetic
shadowing methods (Blanchette and Tompa, 2002), are
extremely useful in predicting CREs in silico. Additionally,
for species that are transformable, a powerful new way to
discover CREs in vivo is CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing with
multiple guide RNAs targeted to a gene promoter (e.g., eight
guide RNAs in Rodríguez-Leal et al., 2017). This method
can generate a wide range of mutant alleles with deletions
of various lengths within the promoter region; and because
this method does not rely on a priori knowledge of sequence
motifs, it allows the discovery of novel CREs.
(4) Integrating multi-omics data (genomics, transcriptomics,
proteomics, metabolomics, etc.) towards a more comprehensive
understanding of CBP gene expression. With the rapid
advances in generating large quantities of high-quality data as
well as sophisticated bioinformatics methods and analytical
tools, the systems biology approach will allow us to uncover
correlations between metabolome and transcriptome profiles,
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to identify candidate transcriptional regulators of biosynthetic
genes in co-expression modules, and to map regulatory
network interactions (e.g., Amiour et al., 2012; Maruyama
et al., 2014; Balazadeh et al., 2014; Larsen et al., 2016). We
envision that this integrative approach will be particularly
helpful in elucidating the “missing” regulators that relay
various hormone cues to CBP genes. There are many “omics”
resources and databases that could be used for these purposes
(Mochida and Shinozaki, 2011; Rai et al., 2017), but there are
also many challenges to integrating such data. Experimental
design and data quality/curation must be taken into account
when combining multiple omics resources (Cavill et al., 2016;
Helmy et al., 2016).
(5) Broadening the diversity of “model” systems. For example,
citrus would be an excellent system to complement the
existing tomato fruit model because it is non-climacteric
and accumulates various carotenoids beyond lycopene. In
addition, carotenoid-containing, embryogenic citrus calli
can be readily produced and transformed (Lu et al., 2018),
making them a powerful tool for rigorous tests of gene
function. As high-quality genome assemblies and genome
editing technologies become more and more accessible, it
is not difficult to envision the development of even brandnew model species with interesting/economically important
carotenoid phenotypes in the near future.
We believe that these research avenues will lead to many
more exciting discoveries in the coming years, which will
not only contribute new knowledge on the transcriptional
regulation of carotenoid biosynthesis but also likely have
a significant impact on carotenoid biofortification of crop
plants. So far, most of the efforts towards enhancing carotenoid
biosynthesis or engineering novel carotenoid products in
staple crops have focused on CBP genes (e.g., aSTARice; Zhu
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Table S1. Transcriptional regulators of carotenoid biosynthesis. A summary of regulators discussed in this review, giving protein name, class, system, and
carotenoid biosynthesis pathway (CBP) genes positively/negatively regulated. Information about regulatory mechanisms is provided in the D/I/U, T/V, E/H, and
Interacting factors columns. References for each regulator are provided. Regulators whose mechanisms are direct and have been demonstrated in vivo in their
endogenous systems are bolded. Note: if a regulator affects some CBP genes directly and others indirectly/unknown, indirect/unknown regulation is shown in
parentheses.
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*D/I/U refers to the regulatory mechanism (Direct/Indirect/Unknown)
†
T/V indicates whether the regulatory mechanism has been shown to function in vitro (T) or in vivo (V)
‡
E/H designates whether the regulatory mechanism has been shown to function in an endogenous (E) or heterologous (H) system
Note: LeHB-1 and SlZFP2 from the main text are not included in this table because their effects on the transcription of CBP genes have not been reported.
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A Tetratricopeptide Repeat Protein Regulates Carotenoid
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Little is known about the factors regulating carotenoid biosynthesis in ﬂowers. Here, we characterized the REDUCED
CAROTENOID PIGMENTATION2 (RCP2) locus from two monkeyﬂower (Mimulus) species, the bumblebee-pollinated species
Mimulus lewisii and the hummingbird-pollinated species Mimulus verbenaceus. We show that loss-of-function mutations of
RCP2 cause drastic down-regulation of the entire carotenoid biosynthetic pathway. The causal gene underlying RCP2
encodes a tetratricopeptide repeat protein that is closely related to the Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) REDUCED
CHLOROPLAST COVERAGE proteins. RCP2 appears to regulate carotenoid biosynthesis independently of RCP1, a previously
identiﬁed R2R3-MYB master regulator of carotenoid biosynthesis. We show that RCP2 is necessary and sufﬁcient for
chromoplast development and carotenoid accumulation in ﬂoral tissues. Simultaneous down-regulation of RCP2 and two
closely related paralogs, RCP2-L1 and RCP2-L2, yielded plants with pale leaves deﬁcient in chlorophyll and carotenoids and
with reduced chloroplast compartment size. Finally, we demonstrate that M. verbenaceus is just as amenable to chemical
mutagenesis and in planta transformation as the more extensively studied M. lewisii, making these two species an excellent
platform for comparative developmental genetics studies of closely related species with dramatic phenotypic divergence.

INTRODUCTION
The colors of most ﬂowers can be attributed to two classes of
pigments: the red, pink, purple, or blue anthocyanins and the
yellow, orange, or red carotenoids. The hydrophilic anthocyanins
are usually stored in the vacuoles of petal cells, whereas the
hydrophobic carotenoids accumulate in chromoplasts as various lipoprotein structures (e.g., plastoglobules, crystals, ﬁbrils;
Grotewold and Davies, 2008; Egea et al., 2010; Li and Yuan, 2013).
A plant can frequently produce both pigment types in the same
ﬂower, forming contrasting spatial patterns that serve as nectar
guides for animal pollinators (Glover, 2014). Common examples
among horticultural plants include pansies (Viola tricolor),
primroses (Primula vulgaris), lantanas (Lantana camara), and hibiscus (Hibiscus rosa-sinensis), to name but a few. As an example
in nature, the vast majority of the ;160 species of monkeyﬂowers
(Mimulus; Barker et al., 2012) produce both anthocyanins and
carotenoids in their petals with striking patterns. While most plant
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genomes contain the genes encoding both anthocyanin and
carotenoid biosynthetic pathways, the diversity of ﬂoral pigmentation patterns is largely due to when and where these
pathway genes are expressed. As such, identifying the transcriptional regulators of these pigment biosynthetic pathways is
critically important to understanding the developmental mechanisms of pigment pattern formation and the molecular bases of
natural ﬂower color variation.
The transcriptional control of anthocyanin biosynthesis is well
understood. A highly conserved MYB-bHLH-WD40 (MBW) protein complex has been shown to coordinately activate all or some
of the anthocyanin biosynthetic pathway genes in multiple plant
systems (Paz-Ares et al., 1987; Ludwig et al., 1989; Martin et al.,
1991; Goodrich et al., 1992; de Vetten et al., 1997; Quattrocchio
et al., 1998; Borevitz et al., 2000; Spelt et al., 2000; Schwinn et al.,
2006; reviewed by Davies et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2015). Among the
three components, members of the R2R3-MYB transcription
factor family often display tissue-speciﬁc expression patterns and
cause spatial patterning of anthocyanin deposition in ﬂower petals
(Shang et al., 2011; Albert et al., 2011; Yuan et al., 2014; Martins
et al., 2017).
By contrast, little is known about the transcriptional regulators
of the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway (CBP) in ﬂowers (Ruiz-Sola
and Rodríguez-Concepción, 2012; Yuan et al., 2015), although
many putative transcriptional regulators have been identiﬁed in
other tissues. For example, in Arabidopsis leaves, PHYTOCHROME-INTERACTING FACTOR1 (PIF1) and ELONGATED
HYPOCOTYL5 (HY5) operate as a regulatory switch during
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photomorphogenesis, binding to the promoter of the phytoene
synthase gene PSY to repress and activate carotenoid biosynthesis, respectively (Toledo-Ortiz et al., 2010, 2014). Another
regulator, RELATED TO AP2 2 (RAP2.2), binds the promoters of
PSY and the phytoene desaturase gene PDS in vitro, although its
endogenous function in leaf carotenoid regulation remains unclear
(Welsch et al.,2007). In addition, the histone methyltransferase
SET DOMAIN GROUP8 (SDG8) activates the transcription of the
carotenoid isomerase gene CRTISO by altering the methylation
status around the transcription start site of this gene (Cazzonelli
et al., 2009).
Numerous putative transcriptional regulators of carotenoid
biosynthesis have also been described in fruits, particularly tomatoes (Solanum lycopersicum). For example, the MADS-box
proteins RIPENING INHIBITOR (RIN), FRUITFULL1 (FUL1) and
FUL2, TOMATO AGAMOUS LIKE1 (TAGL1), and SlMADS1 are
master regulators of fruit ripening. Each protein regulates a subset
of CBP genes, cooperatively promoting the production of lycopene, the major carotenoid in tomato fruits (Vrebalov et al., 2002;
Ito et al., 2008; Itkin et al., 2009; Vrebalov et al., 2009; Giménez
et al., 2010; Fujisawa et al., 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014; Martel et al.,
2011; Bemer et al., 2012; Qin et al., 2012; Dong et al., 2013; Shima
et al., 2013; Zhong et al., 2013). However, as these master regulators are involved in other aspects of fruit ripening (e.g., softening, aroma, and sugar production), it is difﬁcult to decipher their
speciﬁc functions in carotenoid regulation. Other classes of carotenoid regulators during tomato fruit ripening include SlNAC1/4,
SlAP2a, and SlBBX20 (Chung et al., 2010; Karlova et al., 2011; Ma
et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2014; Meng et al., 2016; Xiong et al., 2019).
Interestingly, SlPIF1a appears to play a similar role in carotenoid
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regulation at the onset of fruit ripening as its Arabidopsis homolog
AtPIF1 does in photomorphogenesis by repressing the expression of SlPSY1 until chlorophyll degradation (Llorente et al., 2016).
Putative carotenoid transcriptional regulators have also been
identiﬁed in other fruits, including CsMADS6 and CrMYB68 in
orange (Citrus spp; Zhu et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2018), CpEIN3a,
CpNAC1, CpNAC2, CpbHLH1, and CpbHLH2 in papaya
(Carica papaya; Fu et al., 2016, 2017; Zhou et al., 2019), and
AdMYB7 in kiwifruit (Actinidia deliciosa; Ampomah-Dwamena
et al., 2019).
However, whether these leaf or fruit carotenoid regulators play
a role in ﬂower pigmentation is unknown. To date, only two
transcriptional regulators have been implicated in carotenoid
pigmentation in ﬂower petals. REDUCED CAROTENOID PIGMENTATION1 (RCP1), identiﬁed from the monkeyﬂower species
Mimulus lewisii, encodes a subgroup-21 R2R3-MYB (Sagawa
et al., 2016). The ventral (lower) petal of M. lewisii ﬂowers contains two yellow ridges that are pigmented by carotenoids
(Figure 1A), which serve as nectar guides for bumblebee pollinators (Owen and Bradshaw, 2011). Loss-of-function mutations
in RCP1 reduce the expression of the entire CBP and decrease
the carotenoid content in the nectar guides (Figure 1B; Sagawa
et al., 2016). WHITE PETAL1 (WP1), identiﬁed from Medicago
truncatula, encodes a subgroup-6 R2R3-MYB (Meng et al.,
2019). Loss-of-function wp1 mutants show dramatically reduced carotenoid contents and down-regulation of multiple
carotenoid biosynthetic genes in ﬂower petals. Since subgroup6 R2R3-MYBs typically activate anthocyanin biosynthesis in
plants (Davies et al., 2012; Glover, 2014; Xu et al., 2015), WP1
represents an intriguing case where an anthocyanin activator
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Figure 1. Reduced Carotenoid Pigmentation Phenotypes in M. lewisii.
Front view (top) and nectar guide view (bottom) of wild-type (A), rcp1-1 (B), and rcp2-1 (C) ﬂowers. White and red boxes indicate the base and throat of the
corolla tube, respectively.
(D) Carotenoid concentrations in wild-type and rcp2-1 nectar guides, approximated based on absorbance measurements at 440 nm. Error bars are 1 SD
(n 5 8 individual ﬂowers from the same plant).
(E) Relative transcript levels of the CBP genes in 15-mm nectar guides of wild-type and rcp2-1 ﬂowers, as determined by qRT-PCR. Error bars are 1 SD
(n 5 3 biological replicates, each consisting of pooled 15-mm nectar guides from a distinct plant). Asterisks indicate differences from the wild type (*P < 0.05,
**P < 0.01, Student’s t test).

might have been co-opted to regulate carotenoid pigmentation
in some exceptional lineages. Besides these R2R3-MYBs, the
carotenoid cleavage dioxygenases (particularly CCD1 and
CCD4s) are well-known contributors to ﬂower color variation
among species or horticultural varieties that modulate carotenoid turnover (Ohmiya et al., 2006; Chiou et al., 2010; Zhang
et al., 2015), although they are not involved in transcriptional
regulation of the CBP per se.
In this study, to identify additional transcriptional regulators of
ﬂoral carotenoid pigmentation, we characterized reduced carotenoid pigmentation 2 (rcp2) mutants in Mimulus. Through bulk
segregant analysis and transgenic experiments, we identiﬁed
the causal gene of RCP2, encoding a tetratricopeptide repeat
(TPR) protein homologous to the REDUCED CHLOROPLAST
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COVERAGE (REC) proteins in Arabidopsis. Loss-of-function REC
mutants have reduced chlorophyll contents and smaller chloroplast compartment size compared with wild type (Larkin et al.,
2016). Our analyses showed that RCP2 is required for chromoplast development and carotenoid biosynthesis in Mimulus
ﬂowers and that overexpression of RCP2 in pale or colorless ﬂoral
tissues (e.g., ﬁlaments, style) promotes chromoplast formation
and carotenoid accumulation. Additionally, we demonstrate that
simultaneous down-regulation of RCP2 and its two closely related
paralogs reduces leaf chlorophyll and carotenoid contents as
well as chloroplast coverage in Mimulus, suggesting that this
small family of TPR genes plays conserved roles in regulating
chlorophyll accumulation and chloroplast compartment size in
eudicots.
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wild type, the rcp2-1 mutant showed a coordinated downregulation of the entire CBP (Figure 1E), with a 3- to 4-fold decrease in expression of most CBP genes and ;10-fold decrease in
BETA CAROTENOID HYDROXYLASE1 (BCH1) expression. These
results suggest that RCP2 is involved in the transcriptional regulation of CBP genes in the nectar guides. Consistent with the
more severe reduction in total carotenoid content, the extent of
CBP gene down-regulation is stronger in rcp2-1 than in rcp1-1
(Sagawa et al., 2016).
In contrast to the wholesale CBP down-regulation in the nectar
guides, only two CBP genes (ZDS2 and ZEP1) showed >1.5-fold
down-regulation (with P < 0.05) in rcp2-1 leaf tissue (Supplemental
Figure 1; Supplemental Data Set 1).

rcp2-1 Displays a Distinct and Stronger Phenotype
Than rcp1-1
We recovered three independent rcp2 alleles from an ethyl
methanesulfonate (EMS) mutant screen in the M. lewisii LF10
background. rcp2-1 and rcp2-2 are very similar phenotypically,
whereas rcp2-3 displays a slightly weaker phenotype (Figure 1C;
Supplemental Figure 1). Like the rcp1-1 mutant, rcp2-1 has reduced carotenoid contents in the nectar guides compared to the
wild type. However, rcp2-1 can be readily distinguished from rcp11 in two ways. First, the total carotenoid content in the nectar
guides of rcp2-1 is ;10-fold lower than the wild type (Figure 1D),
whereas that of rcp1-1 is only ;4.4-fold lower (Sagawa et al.,
2016). Second, the residual carotenoid pigments in rcp1-1 and
rcp2-1 show distinct spatial distributions. At the base of the corolla
tube (white boxes in Figures 1A to 1C), carotenoid pigments are
completely lacking in rcp2-1 but present in rcp1-1. By contrast, at
the throat of the corolla tube (red boxes in Figures 1A to 1C),
carotenoid pigments are completely lacking in rcp1-1 but present
at low concentrations in rcp2-1, giving a cream instead of bright
yellow color. These spatial distribution patterns of residual pigments are consistent among allelic mutants within each complementation group (Supplemental Figure 1).
To test whether RCP2 regulates CBP genes at the transcriptional level, we performed qRT-PCR experiments on nectar guide
tissue at the 15-mm corolla developmental stage (same stage as in
the previous study on RCP1; Sagawa et al., 2016). Compared with

Two Additional rcp2 Mutants Are Recovered from
Mimulus verbenaceus
Coincidentally, we found two additional rcp2 mutants in M. verbenaceus, a hummingbird-pollinated species that is closely related to M. lewisii (Beardsley et al., 2003). We performed a pilot
EMS mutagenesis experiment using the M. verbenaceus inbred
line MvBL as part of our effort to develop these two species as
a platform for comparative developmental genetics studies. We
screened 460 M2 families (;20 M2 plants per family) and recovered more than 100 ﬂoral mutants. While wild-type M. verbenaceus (MvBL) produces bright red corollas with high
concentrations of yellow carotenoids and magenta anthocyanins
(Figure 2A), two recessive mutants (MV00025 and MV00051) lack

Figure 2. rcp2 Phenotypes in M. verbenaceus Flowers.
Phenotypes of wild-type (A), MV00025 (B), and MV00051 (C) ﬂowers. Top row, Front view of the ﬂower. Bottom row, Separation of anthocyanins (top
aqueous layer) and carotenoids (bottom organic layer).
(D) qRT-PCR of a subset of the CBP genes in wild-type M. verbenaceus and MV00025. Error bars are 1 SD (n 5 3 biological replicates, each consisting of
pooled 15-mm corollas from a distinct plant); asterisks indicate differences from the wild type (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, Student’s t test).
(E) and (F) Complementation crosses between MV00025 and M. lewisii rcp2 and rcp1 mutants.
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carotenoids in the entire corolla (Figures 2B and 2C). Similar to M.
lewisii rcp2-1, the M. verbenaceus mutants show coordinated
down-regulation of CBP genes compared with wild-type MvBL
(Figure 2D).
Crossing these two mutants with each other and with M. lewisii
rcp2-1 produced plants bearing ﬂowers with very little carotenoid
pigmentation in the nectar guides (Figure 2E). By contrast, crosses

between the M. verbenaceus mutants and rcp1-1 produced plants
with intense yellow color in the nectar guides (Figure 2F). These
complementation crosses suggest that MV00025 and MV00051
represent two additional rcp2 alleles. Note that the F1 hybrids
between M. lewisii and M. verbenaceus have pink petal lobes
without carotenoids because they are heterozygous for YELLOW
UPPER (YUP), a dominant repressor known to prevent carotenoid

Figure 3. Identiﬁcation of RCP2.
(A) Whole-genome scan for regions enriched in homozygous SNPs.
(B) Schematic RCP2 gene map highlighting mutations from M. lewisii (rcp2-1, rcp2-2, and rcp2-3) and M. verbenaceus (MV00025 and MV00051). Black
boxes, exons; lines, introns.
(C) RCP2 protein schematic showing the key domains.
(D) Front view and nectar guide view of a representative M. lewisii RCP2 RNAi line. White and red boxes indicate the base and throat of the corolla tube,
respectively.
(E) Relative transcript levels of a subset of CBP genes in 15-mm nectar guides of M. lewisii RCP2 RNAi lines compared to the wild type, as determined by
qRT-PCR. Error bars are 1 SD (n 5 3 biological replicates, each consisting of pooled 15-mm nectar guides from an independent RNAi line); asterisks indicate
differences from the wild type (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, Student’s t test).
(F) Front view (top) and pigment separation (bottom) of a representative RCP2 RNAi ﬂower in M. verbenaceus.
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the second exon of a gene encoding a TPR protein of 1794 amino
acids (Figure 3B), with a calculated mass of 196 kD. Sequencing
the independent rcp2-2 and rcp2-3 alleles showed that both
contain nonsynonymous amino acid replacements at highly
conserved sites (Figure 3B; Supplemental Figure 2) of this TPR
protein. Additionally, MV00025 and MV00051 each contain an
intron splicing mutation in this gene (Figure 3B), corroborating the
results of the complementation test.
To further verify that this TPR gene is RCP2, we knocked down
its expression in both species, expecting to recapitulate the mutant phenotypes. To this end, we constructed an RNA interference (RNAi) plasmid using a 408-bp fragment in the last exon
of the M. lewisii TPR gene, which has a unique nucleotide sequence, as determined by BLAST analysis against the LF10 genome assembly, and transformed it into wild-type LF10. We

accumulation in the petal lobes (Hiesey et al., 1971): M. lewisii is
homozygous for the dominant allele and M. verbenaceus is homozygous recessive.
RCP2 Encodes a TPR Protein
To identify RCP2, we performed bulk segregant analysis by Illumina sequencing of an F2 population, which was derived from
a cross between rcp2-1 (in the LF10 background) and the mapping
line SL9 (see Methods). A conspicuous peak was detected on
pseudoscaffold 11 (Figure 3A), corresponding to a 70-kb region
in the LF10 genome (LF10g_v1.8 scaffold 278, 1,215,000 to
1,285,000). Remapping the Illumina reads to this 70-kb interval of
the LF10 genome revealed only one mutation in the entire region.
This mutation causes a premature stop codon at the beginning of

Figure 4. Maximum Likelihood (ML) Phylogenic Tree of RCP2 and Related Proteins.
GenBank accession numbers for the Mimulus sequences are provided after each gene name. The Arabidopsis sequences were retrieved from TAIR (https://
www.arabidopsis.org/). All other sequences were retrieved from Phytozome v13 (https://phytozome-next.jgi.doe.gov/), with locus name following the
species name. Bootstrap values higher than 75 are shown along the branches. The tree was rooted by midpoint rooting. “A,” “M,” and “E” indicate the clades
containing all angiosperms, monocots, and eudicots, respectively.
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obtained 127 stable transgenic plants, 96% of which closely resemble the rcp2-1 mutant, including the complete lack of yellow
pigments at the base of the corolla tube and the creamy yellow
color at the throat of the corolla tube (Figure 3D). Evaluation of the
expression level of this TPR gene in three of the RNAi lines showed
;95% knockdown, and qRT-PCR conﬁrms that the CBP genes
are also down-regulated in the RNAi lines to a similar degree as in
the rcp2-1 mutant (Figure 3E). Transforming the same RNAi
construct into MvBL (the RNAi fragment has 95% sequence
identity between the two species) yielded 40 independent
transgenic lines, 37 of which recapitulated the mutant phenotype
(Figure 3F). Based on the bulk segregant analysis, ﬁve independent allelic mutants, and the RNAi results, we conclude that
this TPR gene is indeed RCP2 and that rcp2-1 is likely to be a null
allele, as the translated protein would contain only 24 of the 1794
amino acids (Figure 3B).
BLAST analysis of the RCP2 protein sequence against the NCBI
Conserved Domain Database (Marchler-Bauer et al., 2015) revealed three conserved domains––a TPR domain with four TPR
repeats, a CLUstered mitochondria protein N-terminal domain
(CLU_N), and a CLU central domain (CLU_central; Figure
3C)––but no recognizable DNA binding domain. TPR repeats,
which are found in a wide range of proteins, function as scaffolds
to mediate protein-protein interactions (D’Andrea and Regan,
2003; Zeytuni and Zarivach, 2012; Bohne et al., 2016). By contrast,
no speciﬁc functions have been assigned to the CLU domains to
date. There are two closely related paralogs of RCP2 in the M.
lewisii genome, RCP2-L1 and RCP2-L2 (Figure 4; Supplemental
Figure 2). Phylogenetic analysis indicates that the divergence of
these three paralogs predated the origin of angiosperms: there is
a corresponding ortholog for each of the three genes in both
eudicots and monocots as well as the most basal angiosperm
lineage, Amborella (note that the lack of RCP2-L1/REC3 ortholog
in Amborella is most likely due to secondary loss; Figure 4). The
Arabidopsis homologs (REC1, AT1G01320; REC2, AT4G28080;

REC3, AT1G15290) help establish the size of the chloroplast
compartment in Arabidopsis leaf cells (Larkin et al., 2016). All the
REC genes together are sister to the FRIENDLY clade (Figure 4), as
shown in Larkin et al. (2016).
The existence of three closely related paralogs with potentially
redundant functions raised the question as to why mutations in
a single gene, RCP2, result in such a strong phenotype in ﬂoral
carotenoid pigmentation. We hypothesized that RCP2 and the
RCP2-like genes have evolved different expression patterns. To
test this, we performed RT-PCR at different stages of LF10 corolla
development and in different tissues. RCP2 is primarily expressed
in the corolla (both nectar guides and petal lobes) and its expression gets progressively stronger as the corolla grows larger
and the yellow color in the nectar guides becomes more intense
(Figures 5A to 5C). By contrast, RCP2-L1 and RCP2-L2 are only
expressed in the early stages of corolla development before the
yellow color becomes conspicuous, suggesting these genes play
a relatively minor role in ﬂoral carotenoid pigmentation compared
to RCP2. On the other hand, these two genes are strongly expressed in the leaf, where RCP2 is expressed relatively weakly.
RCP2 Is Required for Chromoplast Development
The RCP2 homologs in Arabidopsis, REC1 to REC3, are involved
in controlling the chloroplast compartment size (Larkin et al.,
2016), and the gene that is sister to the REC clade, FRIENDLY
(Larkin et al., 2016), controls mitochondrial morphology and intracellular distribution (Logan et al., 2003; El Zawily et al., 2014).
These observations prompted us to investigate the possibility that
RCP2 is involved in the development of another organelle, the
chromoplast, in Mimulus ﬂowers. This supposition seemed
promising because chromoplasts and chloroplasts are known to
be interconvertible (Egea et al., 2010; Li and Yuan, 2013), and
chromoplast development is known to play an important role in
carotenoid accumulation, although not necessarily in the global

Figure 5. Expression Patterns of RCP2, RCP2-L1, and RCP2-L2.
(A) Qualitative RT-PCR (28 cycles) of RCP2 and RCP2-like genes in various tissues and corollas at different developmental stages in wild-type M. lewisii.
Root, stem, and leaf tissues were collected from 4-week old seedlings. MlUBC was used as the reference gene.
(B) Carotenoid accumulation in the nectar guides of wild-type M. lewisii across developmental stages.
(C) qRT-PCR measurement of relative RCP2 expression level in M. lewisii nectar guides (NG) and petal lobes (PL). Error bars are 1 SD (n 5 3 biological
replicates, each consisting of pooled 15-mm nectar guides (NG) or petal lobes (PL) from a distinct plant. NS, non-signiﬁcant; Student’s t test).
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transcriptional regulation of CBP genes (Mustilli et al., 1999; Liu
et al., 2004a; Lu, 2006; Galpaz et al., 2008; Lopez et al., 2008;
Chayut, 2017). To test this possibility, we examined the ultrastructure of ﬂower epidermal cells by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). In wild-type M. lewisii nectar guide epidermal
cells, numerous rounded chromoplasts are pushed to the periphery of the cell by the vacuole (Figure 6A), and each chromoplast contains several electron-dense plastoglobuli, the main
carotenoid-sequestering structures (Figure 6B). In sharp contrast, in the rcp2 mutant, the chromoplasts on the cell periphery are
skinny, irregularly shaped, and usually contain few plastoglobuli
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(Figures 6C and 6D). Similar differences can be observed in
MV00025 petal lobe epidermal cells compared with wild-type
MvBL (Figures 6E and 6F). These results suggest that RCP2 is
required for proper chromoplast development.
Because carotenoid accumulation is concomitant with chromoplast formation, it is difﬁcult to distinguish whether the malformation of chromoplasts disrupts the transcription of the
carotenoid biosynthesis genes or whether a lack of carotenoids
due to the down-regulation of the CBP genes leads to the improper
development of chromoplasts. We reasoned that if decreased
carotenoid biosynthesis causes the chromoplast malformation,

Figure 6. Transmission Electron Micrographs of Chromoplasts.
(A) and (B) Micrographs of M. lewisii wild-type LF10 nectar guide upper epidermal cells (section from the center of the nectar guide): whole-cell view (A) and
detailed view of chromoplasts (B).
(C) and (D) Micrographs of M. lewisii rcp2-1 mutant nectar guide upper epidermal cells, sampled and presented in the same fashion as in (A) and (B),
respectively.
(E) and (F) Whole-cell view of petal lobe upper epidermal cells of M. verbenaceus wild-type MvBL (C) and MV00025 (D).
(G) and (H) Detailed view of chromoplasts from nectar guide upper epidermal cells of the M. lewisii mutants rcp1-1 (G) and guideless (H).
(I) Front view of M. lewisii guideless ﬂower.
(J) and (K) Detailed view of plastids from the upper epidermis of the white dorsal petal (J) and the yellow ventral petal (K) of M. bicolor.
(L) Front view of M. bicolor ﬂower. v, Vacuole; c, chromoplast; P, plastoglobule; cm, chromoplast membrane. Scale bars are 2 mm.
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both rcp1-1 and another mutant with greatly reduced carotenoid
pigmentation in the nectar guides, guideless (Figure 6I; Yuan et al.
2013a), should also exhibit abnormal chromoplast development.
However, in these mutants, chromoplasts appear normal in shape
(Figures 6G and 6H), unlike the skinny, abnormally shaped
chromoplasts in rcp2 petals. The plastoglobuli are smaller and less
electron-dense in rcp1 and guideless than in the wild type, as one
would expect if carotenoids are less abundant. Furthermore, we
compared the plastids in the completely white upper petals of
another Mimulus species, Mimulus bicolor, to its yellow lower
petals (Figures 6J to 6L). We found that the white petals, though
lacking carotenoids, make plastids similar in appearance to the
chromoplasts made in the yellow petals of the same ﬂower. These
observations suggest that the defective chromoplast development in rcp2 mutants is not due to the lack of carotenoid
pigments per se but is a more direct consequence of RCP2
malfunction.

RCP2 Overexpression Promotes Ectopic Carotenoid
Biosynthesis and Potentially Chromoplast Proliferation
To further characterize the function of RCP2, we generated
transgenic plants overexpressing this gene. Because the dominant YUP allele represses carotenoid accumulation in the M.
lewisii ﬂower (except the nectar guides; Hiesey et al. 1971), we
performed the overexpression experiment in M. verbenaceus,
which is homozygous for the recessive yup allele. We transformed
MvBL with a 35S:RCP2-yellow ﬂuorescent protein (YFP) construct
and obtained seven stable transgenic lines, ﬁve of which showed
a similar overexpression phenotype, with increased carotenoid
contents in the ﬂower, particularly the style and ﬁlaments (Figures
8A, 8B, and 8I). Correspondingly, the expression levels of CBP
genes increased substantially in these tissues (Figures 8A and 8B;
Supplemental Figure 4). Cells at the upper, middle, and the lower
portions of both style and ﬁlaments appear to have not only
yellower, but potentially more numerous chromoplasts in the 35S:
RCP2-YFP plants than in the wild type (Figures 8C to 8H). Because
the exact number of chromoplasts per cell is difﬁcult to quantify,
we assayed relative expression levels of the plastid division genes
MvFtsZ1, MvFtsZ2, MvARC1, and MvARC6 in developing ﬂower
buds as a proxy. We found that MvARC1 and MvARC6 were
slightly, but signiﬁcantly, up-regulated (;1.5-fold) in the overexpression plants (Figure 8J). Although the function of these
plastid division genes in chloroplast division has been well
characterized (Osteryoung and Pyke, 2014), their role in chromoplast division is still largely hypothetical. As such, we can only
tentatively conclude that RCP2 overexpression promotes chromoplast proliferation in ﬁlaments and styles.
It should be noted that RCP2 overexpression does not appear to
cause carotenoid accumulation in colorless plastids in the roots
(i.e., amyloplasts; Supplemental Figure 5), indicating that not all
tissue types are competent to produce carotenoids upon RCP2
expression.

RCP2 Regulates Carotenoid Biosynthesis Independently
of RCP1
To test potential genetic interactions between RCP1 and RCP2,
we created the rcp1-1 rcp2-1 double mutant. The double mutant
shows an additive phenotype regarding the spatial distribution of
residual carotenoids, which are completely absent at both the
base (as in rcp2-1) and the throat (as in rcp1-1) of the corolla tube
(Figure 7A). The additive phenotype suggests that RCP1 and
RCP2 most likely act independently in the regulation of carotenoid
biosynthesis. Consistent with this inference, neither of these
genes regulates the other at the transcriptional level. qRT-PCR
assays showed no signiﬁcant difference in the transcript level of
RCP2 between the rcp1-1 mutant and the wild type. Likewise,
RCP1 transcript level did not differ between the rcp2-1 mutant and
the wild type (Figure 7B). In addition, a yeast two-hybrid assay
showed no direct interaction between the RCP1 and RCP2 proteins (Supplemental Figure 3). Furthermore, RCP1 and RCP2 have
very different spatiotemporal expression patterns: while RCP1
expression is restricted to the nectar guides (Sagawa et al., 2016)
and peaks at the 10-mm corolla developmental stage, RCP2 is
expressed in both nectar guides and petal lobes and gets stronger
over the course of ﬂower development (Figure 5C).

Subcellular Localization of RCP2 Does Not Change upon
Amitrole Treatment
To gain insight into the functional mechanism of RCP2, we
attempted to determine the subcellular localization of the protein

Figure 7. Lack of Genetic Interaction between RCP1 and RCP2.
(A) Front view and nectar guide view of the rcp1-1 rcp2-1 double mutant. White and red boxes indicate the base and throat of the corolla tube, respectively.
(B) qRT-PCR experiments showing the relative expression of RCP2 in the 15-mm nectar guides of the rcp1 mutant compared to the wild type and RCP1 in the
10-mm nectar guides of the rcp2 mutant compared to the wild type. Error bars are 1 SD (n 5 3 biological replicates, each consisting of pooled 15 [for RCP2]or 10-mm (for RCP1) nectar guides from a distinct plant; NS, non-signiﬁcant; Student’s t test).
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Figure 8. Overexpression of RCP2 in M. verbenaceus.
(A) The phenotypes of wild-type (left) and 35S:RCP2-YFP (right) styles, and the relative transcript levels of RCP2 and a subset of CBP genes in the style tissue
of 15-mm corollas. Error bars are 1 SD (n 5 3 biological replicates, each consisting of pooled 15-mm stage styles from a distinct T2 plant of transgenic line 6).
(B) Filament phenotypes and relative gene expression levels shown in the same fashion as in (A).
(C) to (E) Light microscopy of wild-type (left) and 35S:RCP2-YFP (right) styles, showing the top (C), middle (D), and base (E) of the style.
(F) to (H) Light microscopy of ﬁlaments, shown in the same manner as in (C) to (E).
(I) The lower petals of wild-type (left) and 35S:RCP2-YFP (right) corollas.
(J) Relative expression of the plastid division genes in the 2-mm ﬂower buds of 35S:RCP2-YFP compared to wild-type plants. Error bars are 1 SD (n 5 3
biological replicates, each consisting of pooled 2-mm ﬂower buds from a distinct T2 plant of transgenic line 6). Asterisks indicate differences from the wild
type (**P < 0.01, Student’s t test).

using the 35S:RCP2-YFP plants. Unexpectedly, no ﬂuorescence
was observed, which was surprising because (1) the same YFP tag
fused to the C termini of other proteins have been previously
shown to emit strong ﬂuorescence in Mimulus (Ding and Yuan,
2016); (2) the chimeric RCP2-YFP protein was clearly functional,
as it produced overexpression phenotypes in the wild-type
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background (Figure 8) and resulted in phenotypic rescue when
the 35S:RCP2-YFP transgene was crossed into the rcp2 mutant
background (Supplemental Figure 4); and (3) REC1-YFP (chimeric
protein of the Arabidopsis ortholog of RCP2-L2) showed ﬂuorescence signal in a transient assay in Nicotiana benthamiana
(Larkin et al., 2016). We therefore performed a transient assay by
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agroinﬁltrating the 35S:RCP2-YFP plasmid into N. benthamiana
leaves, using 35S:RCP1-YFP as a positive control. While the
RCP1-YFP was nuclear localized in N. benthamiana pavement
cells (Figure 9A), RCP2-YFP still produced no detectable ﬂuorescence signal. We therefore constructed a second overexpression plasmid (35S:YFP-RCP2) with the YFP tag fused to the
N terminus of RCP2 and tested its localization in N. benthamiana
leaves. This experiment showed cytonuclear localization (Figure 9B;
Supplemental Figure 3), which is consistent with that of REC1-YFP
(Larkin et al., 2016).
Larkin et al. (2016) showed that the blockage of carotenoid and
chlorophyll biosynthesis by amitrole treatment in N. benthamiana
leaves caused REC1 to be excluded from the nucleus. To test
whether RCP2 has the same behavior, we treated N. benthamiana
plants with 125 mM amitrole solution and performed transient

assays using the 35S:YFP-RCP2 construct. The white leaves of
amitrole-treated plants showed no change in protein localization compared to the leaves of mock-treated plants: ﬂuorescence was still localized to both the nucleus and cytosol
(Figure 9C). These results differ from those of Arabidopsis REC1
(Larkin et al., 2016), indicating functional divergence of these
proteins.
RCP2-like Genes Affect Chlorophyll Accumulation and
Chloroplast Coverage in Leaves
The RCP2 homologs in Arabidopsis (REC1/REC2/REC3) regulate
chlorophyll accumulation and the chloroplast compartment size in
leaf mesophyll cells. Some of the Arabidopsis combinatorial
mutants show clear chlorophyll deﬁciency (Larkin et al., 2016).

Figure 9. Protein Localization in Nicotiana benthamiana.
(A) and (B) Confocal microscopy of leaves transiently inﬁltrated with the plasmid 35S:RCP1-YFP (A) and 35S:YFP-RCP2 (B). Left, Green channel; middle,
transmitted light; right, merged. Scale bars are 20 mm.
(C) RCP2 localization does not change after amitrole treatment (bottom) compared to mock-treated plants (top). For each transient assay, ﬁve patches of
;50 cells near injection sites were examined. Localization patterns were all the same as those shown in the ﬁgure.
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rcp2 mutants in both M. lewisii (not shown) and M. verbenaceus
have leaves similar in appearance to wild-type plants (Figure 10A).
Pigment extractions from M. verbenaceus leaves showed that the
chlorophyll content of the mutant MV00025 is not signiﬁcantly
different from that of the wild type (Figure 10B). However, carotenoid content is slightly lower in MV00025 than the wild type
(Figure 10C).
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If the function of RCP2-like genes in the regulation of chlorophyll
accumulation and chloroplast compartment size is conserved
between Arabidopsis and Mimulus, we expect that disrupting the
function of RCP2, RCP2-L1, and RCP2-L2 simultaneously would
cause chlorophyll deﬁciency in photosynthetic tissues. To test this
hypothesis, we attempted to induce a dominant-negative effect by
overexpressing only the TPR domain of RCP2. The rationale is that

Figure 10. Phenotypic Effects of Simultaneous Down-Regulation of RCP2, RCP2-L1, and RCP2-L2 in Mimulus verbenaceus.
(A) Left to right, wild-type (MvBL), rcp2 mutant, and 35S:TPR cosuppression line 15.
(B) Chlorophyll a and b concentrations in the distal half of 30-mm leaves. Error bars are 1 SD (n 5 6 different leaves from the same plant).
(C) Total carotenoid content of the distal half of leaves, calculated by measuring carotenoid absorption at 470 nm and subtracting the concentrations of
chlorophylls a and b. Error bars are 1 SD (n 5 10 different leaves from the same plant).
(D) Relative transcript levels of RCP2, RCP2-L1, and RCP2-L2 in 10-mm leaves of cosuppression line 15 (CS15) compared to the wild type. Error bars
represent 1 SD (n 5 3 biological replicates, each consisting of pooled 10-mm leaves from a distinct T2 plant of cosuppression line 15).
(E) and (F) Relative transcript levels of chlorophyll (E) and carotenoid (F) biosynthesis genes in 10-mm leaves of the rcp2 mutant and cosuppression plants
compared to the wild type. Error bars represent 1 SD (n 5 3 biological replicates, each consisting of pooled 10-mm leaves from a distinct MvBL, MV00025, or
T2 plant of cosuppression line 15).
(G) Representative mesophyll cells of 30-mm leaves from the wild type, rcp2 mutant, and cosuppression plants.
(H) Chloroplast coverage in MvBL, MV00025, and CS15 mesophyll cells. Error bars are 1 SD (n 5 18 cells for MvBL, n 5 17 cells for MV00025 and n 5 13 cells
for CS15). Asterisks indicate differences from the wild type (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, Student’s t test).
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the TPR domain is known to mediate protein-protein interactions,
and overexpression of the TPR domain alone has been demonstrated to phenocopy loss-of-function mutations in other TPR
genes (Chen et al., 1996; Tseng et al. 2001). Assuming that RCP2,
RCP2-L1, and RCP2-L2 function redundantly in photosynthetic
tissues by interacting with the same partners, overexpression of
the RCP2 TPR domain should interfere with the function of all three
proteins. To this end, we transformed wild-type M. verbenaceus
(MvBL) with a 35S:TPR construct and generated 36 stable
transgenic lines. Somewhat surprisingly, only four of the 36 lines
have a pale-leaf phenotype (Figure 10A) resembling the combinatorial rec mutants in Arabidopsis, as one would expect from
a dominant-negative effect. The ﬂowers of these four lines are also
completely pink without carotenoids. Upon further examination,
we determined that these phenotypes are actually caused by
cosuppression rather than a dominant-negative effect, as all three
genes are down-regulated at the transcript level (Figure 10D). The
DNA sequence encoding the RCP2 TPR domain has ;80%
identity to that of RCP2-L1/L2, which explains the relatively weak
down-regulation of these two genes (;50% knock-down) compared with RCP2 itself (;85% knock-down).
Both chlorophyll and carotenoid contents in the leaf are signiﬁcantly reduced in the cosuppression plants compared with wild
type (Figures 10B and 10C), although the relative compositions of
individual chlorophyll or carotenoid species show no obvious
differences (Supplemental Figure 6; Supplemental Table 1).
Correspondingly, the chlorophyll biosynthesis genes CHLM and
CHLH (but not CHLG) are modestly but signiﬁcantly downregulated (;50%) in the leaves of cosuppression plants but not
in the rcp2 mutant (MV00025; Figure 10E). These results indicate
that either RCP2 is not involved, or its function is redundant with
that of RCP2-like genes, in the regulation of chlorophyll biosynthesis. The expression changes of CBP genes in the leaf, on
the other hand, are more complex. For instance, PSY1 and BCH1
were down-regulated in both the rcp2 mutant and cosuppression
line to a similar degree; ZEP1 expression showed a ;30% reduction in the rcp2 mutant, but ;75% reduction in the cosuppression line; both NSY paralogs showed slightly lower expression
in the rcp2 mutant but higher expression in the cosuppression
line; and several other genes showed no expression change
between the wild type and either rcp2 or the cosuppression plants
(Figure 10F).
Similar to the rec mutants in Arabidopsis, our cosuppression
plants show no obvious differences in chloroplast morphology but
have reduced chloroplast compartment size compared with the
wild type (Figures 10G and 10H; Supplemental Figure 7). The
decrease in chloroplast coverage is less dramatic in our cosuppression plants (;28%) than in some of the combinatorial rec
mutants (;50%). This is likely because the down-regulation of
RCP2-L1 and RCP2-L2 was relatively weak in the cosuppression
plants (Figure 10D), in contrast to the null alleles of REC1/2/3
characterized in Arabidopsis (Larkin et al., 2016). This interpretation
is also consistent with our observation that chlorophyll content in
the cosuppression plants decreased by only ;30% compared with
wild-type plants (Figure 10B), whereas Arabidopsis rec1 rec2 rec3
triple mutants showed ;80% decrease in chlorophyll content.
Taken together, these results demonstrate that the function of this
small family of TPR genes in regulating chlorophyll accumulation

and chloroplast compartment size in photosynthetic tissues is
conserved between Arabidopsis and Mimulus.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we characterized the RCP2 locus in M. lewisii and its
close relative M. verbenaceus. Based on genetic mapping, multiple independent mutant alleles, transgenic experiments, and
TEM analyses, we demonstrated that RCP2 encodes a TPR
protein that is necessary and sufﬁcient for chromoplast development and CBP gene expression in Mimulus ﬂoral tissues. We
also showed that simultaneous down-regulation of RCP2 and its
two paralogs, RCP2-L1 and RCP2-L2, leads to reduced chlorophyll and carotenoid content as well as chloroplast compartment
size in leaves.
RCP2 Positively Regulates Both Chromoplast Development
and CBP Gene Expression in Mimulus Flowers
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Our TEM results (Figure 6) suggest that one of the primary functions
of RCP2 is in the regulation of chromoplast development, independently of carotenoid biosynthesis, as other Mimulus ﬂowers
with reduced carotenoid accumulation produce petal plastids with
the typical rounded shape (Figures 6G to 6L). Gene expression
analyses of the rcp2 mutants and RCP2 overexpression lines
showed that RCP2 is also a positive regulator of CBP gene expression (Figures 1E, 2D, 8A, and 8B). However, our current data
cannot distinguish whether the role of RCP2 in CBP gene activation
is independent of, or secondary to, chromoplast development.
The phenotypic effect of RCP2 overexpression in Mimulus ﬂoral
tissues is superﬁcially similar to that of the gain-of-function mutations in the cauliﬂower and melon Orange (Or) gene and loss-offunction mutations in tomato High Pigment-1, High Pigment-2,
and High Pigment-3 genes (encoding DDB1, DET1, and ZEP,
respectively), in terms of increased carotenoid content and altered
chromoplast biogenesis. However, there are key differences.
While RCP2 positively regulates the entire CBP at the transcriptional level, OR and HP-1/HP-2/HP-3 do not affect steady-state
mRNA levels of CBP genes in general (Li et al., 2001; Cookson
et al., 2003; Kolotilin et al., 2007; Galpaz et al., 2008; Yuan et al.,
2015). The cauliﬂower mutant OR allele (BoORMUT) and the melon
OR “golden SNP” (CmORHis) enhance carotenoid accumulation in
nonphotosynthetic tissues by stabilizing the PSY protein, triggering the formation of membranous chromoplasts and inhibiting
b-carotene turnover (Lu et al., 2006; Tzuri et al., 2015; Yuan et al.,
2015; Zhou et al., 2015; Chayut et al., 2017). Loss-of-function
mutations in the HP genes produce tomato fruits with increased
chlorophyll and carotenoid content due to increased plastid size
and/or number (Cookson et al., 2003; Kolotilin et al., 2007; Galpaz
et al., 2008), with no effect on CBP gene transcription. These
differences suggest that RCP2 has a distinct function from these
previously characterized genes involved in plastid development
and carotenoid regulation.
The biochemical functions of RCP2 and RCP2-like proteins are
still poorly understood. Larkin et al. (2016) conducted an extensive
genetic characterization of all four members of this small TPR
gene family in Arabidopsis (i.e., REC1/2/3 and FRIENDLY). They
demonstrated that the REC1 protein (ortholog of RCP2-L2;
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Figure 4) localizes to both the cytosol and the nucleus but is
excluded from the nucleus upon amitrole treatment, which blocks
chloroplast biogenesis. They suggested that this trafﬁcking of
REC1 between the nucleus and the cytosol might be important for
the function of REC1 in maintaining a proper chloroplast compartment size. Beyond protein localization, very little information is
available about the functional mechanisms of this small family of
TPR proteins. Given that the TPR repeats are well known to serve
as scaffolds mediating protein-protein interactions (D’Andrea and
Regan, 2003; Zeytuni and Zarivach, 2012; Bohne et al., 2016),
identifying the putative interacting partners of RCP2 and RCP2like proteins may help elucidate their functional mechanisms in
regulating plastid development and pigment biosynthesis.
Although carotenoid content decreased in the leaves of our
cosuppression plants compared to the wild type (Figure 10C),
there is no clear pattern of wholesale CBP gene down-regulation
(Figure 10F), as observed in the ﬂowers. These results indicate that
the regulation of carotenoid accumulation in leaf tissue is more
complex than in ﬂoral tissue, likely involving regulators in addition
to RCP2 or RCP2-like genes. This is not surprising, given that
carotenoids in leaves are essential components of the photosynthetic apparatus (Liu et al., 2004b; Amunts et al., 2010), and
their content and composition are tightly coregulated with other
components of photosynthesis by both transcriptional and
posttranslational mechanisms (Meier et al., 2011; Ruiz-Sola and
Rodríguez-Concepción, 2012; Nisar et al., 2015; Sun and Li,
2020). By contrast, in ﬂower petals, carotenoids are stored in
chromoplasts as dispensable, secondary metabolites, and the
regulation of carotenoid accumulation is decoupled from
photosynthesis.
While the molecular mechanism of RCP2 remains to be elucidated, the ﬁnding that RCP2 overexpression can increase both
the biosynthetic activity and storage capacity of carotenoids,
through coordinated CBP gene up-regulation and chromoplast
development, respectively (Figure 8), suggests that RCP2 represents an attractive target for carotenoid biofortiﬁcation in crops.
Functional Conservation and Divergence of the REC/RCP2
Gene Family Members
Our phylogenetic analysis shows that the REC/RCP2-like TPR
genes in angiosperms fall into three well-supported clades
(i.e., REC1/RCP2-L2, REC2/RCP2, and REC3/RCP2-L1; Figure 4), which is consistent with the results reported in Larkin et al.
(2016). The three paralogs had already evolved in the common
ancestor of all angiosperms. While the closely related FRIENDLY
gene has a highly conserved function in regulating the intracellular
distribution of mitochondria in a wide range of eukaryotes (Zhu
et al., 1997; Fields et al., 1998; Logan et al., 2003; Cox and
Spradling, 2009; Gao et al., 2014), whether the REC genes have
a conserved role in regulating chlorophyll biosynthesis and
chloroplast compartment size has been unclear. The simultaneous down-regulation of RCP2, RCP2-L1, and RCP2-L2 in our
cosuppression plants resulted in signiﬁcant decrease in chlorophyll content and chloroplast compartment size (Figures 10B and
10H), suggesting that the role of these TPR genes in regulating
chlorophyll accumulation and chloroplast compartment size is
conserved between Arabidopsis and Mimulus.
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The existence of three paralogs provides opportunities for
functional divergence. For example, while the Arabidopsis rec1
mutant is a genomes uncoupled (gun) mutant with disrupted
chloroplast-to-nucleus signaling, rec2 and rec3 appear to have
intact retrograde signaling (Larkin et al., 2016). Arabidopsis REC1
shows altered protein localization upon amitrole treatment
(i.e., from cytonuclear to exclusively cytoplasmic), but the REC2
ortholog in Mimulus, RCP2, does not seem to have this behavior
(Figure 9C). Furthermore, the FRIENDLY protein is exclusively
localized to the cytosol in wild-type Arabidopsis (Logan et al.,
2003; El Zawily et al., 2014), indicating that this nucleus-to-cytosol
trafﬁcking behavior might be speciﬁc to REC1 (and potentially its
orthologs in other plants).
In addition to protein function, the expression patterns of these
three genes have also diverged. In Mimulus, while RCP2-L1 and
RCP2-L2 are primarily expressed in photosynthetic tissues, RCP2
is expressed only weakly in leaves (and is not expressed in stems).
Instead, this gene is strongly expressed in the corolla throughout
ﬂower development (Figure 5A). The evolution of the diverged
RCP2 paralog may allow for pigment/plastid innovation in nongreen tissues such as ﬂowers, while the RCP2-like genes continue to perform essential functions in photosynthetic tissues.
RCP2 and its orthologs in other species may therefore have great
potential for generating natural variation in ﬂoral carotenoid
pigmentation.
Mimulus verbenaceus Is an Excellent Developmental
Genetics Model System Complementary to M. lewisii
Our results also demonstrate that the hummingbird-pollinated M.
verbenaceus is just as amenable to chemical mutagenesis and
in planta transformation as the more extensively studied,
bumblebee-pollinated M. lewisii. This is signiﬁcant because M.
verbenaceus provides an excellent study system complementary
to M. lewisii, allowing us to carry out experiments that might be
challenging to interpret in M. lewisii. For example, RCP2 overexpression produces clear phenotypes in M. verbenaceus ﬂoral
tissues that might otherwise be masked in M. lewisii by the
dominant YUP allele (Hiesey et al., 1971). In addition, despite being
genetically very similar (Beardsley et al., 2003), these two species
differ drastically in terms of many pollinator-associated ﬂoral
traits. Given the ease of chemical mutagenesis in M. verbenaceus
(e.g., recovery of more than 100 ﬂoral mutants from 460 M2
families), it is not difﬁcult to envision that M. verbenaceus could
become a key model system to dissect the genetic networks
underpinning the evolution of hummingbird pollination syndromes
(e.g., long stamen and pistil length, copious nectar production).
Together, these two species provide an excellent platform for
comparative developmental genetics studies of two closely related species with dramatic phenotypic divergence.

METHODS
Plant Materials
The Mimulus lewisii Pursh inbred line LF10 (wild type) and the mapping line
SL9 were described in Yuan et al. (2013a, 2013b). Seeds of wild Mimulus
verbenaceus were collected from Oak Creek Canyon (Sedona, Arizona)
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at 13,000 rpm, 150 mL of the clear pigment extract was transferred to a new
tube and thoroughly mixed with 150 mL of water and 150 mL of dichloromethane. The pigments were separated by centrifugation (13,000 rpm
for 2 min): water-soluble anthocyanins were suspended in the aqueous
phase, while hydrophobic carotenoids remained in the organic phase
(Figures 2A to 2C and 3F).

and the inbred line MvBL was generated by single seed descent for >10
generations. EMS mutants were generated using LF10 and MvBL for M.
lewisii and M. verbenaceus, respectively, following Owen and Bradshaw
(2011). All plants were grown with FAFARD soil mix no. 2 (Sun Gro Horticulture) in the University of Connecticut EEB Research Greenhouses,
under natural light either supplemented with sodium vapor lamps or
shaded with greenhouse curtain systems, to provide a 16 h daylength with
a light intensity of 110 to 160 mmol$m22$s21. Plants were watered by
subirrigation and fertilized three times a week.

Bulk Segregant Analysis
Genetic mapping of RCP2 followed the protocol laid out in Yuan et al.
(2013a). In short, we crossed rcp2-1 (which was produced in the LF10
background) with the mapping line, SL9, and selfed an F1 individual to
produce an F2 population. We extracted DNA from 120 F2 individuals
displaying the mutant phenotype and pooled the samples for deep sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform. We mapped the ;196 million
reads (Bioproject: PRJNA326848) to the SL9 genome using CLC Genomics Workbench 7.0 (Qiagen) and then scanned for regions enriched in
homozygous single nucleotide polymorphisms. This allowed us to identify
a 70-kb candidate region.

Carotenoid and Chlorophyll Analyses
To estimate relative carotenoid concentration in M. lewisii corollas, carotenoid pigments were extracted from the nectar guides of fresh ﬂowers as
described in Sagawa et al. (2016). Carotenoid concentration was estimated
based on absorbance measurement at 440 nm and normalized to 100 mg
tissue.
To determine chlorophyll concentration in M. verbenaceus leaf tissue,
carotenoids and chlorophylls were extracted together from the distal half of
30-mm leaves in 1 mL methanol. Chlorophyll concentration was estimated
using the following equations (Lichtenthaler, 1987):

qRT-PCR

½Chlorophyll a  5 16:72 3 A665 2 9:16 3 A652

We extracted RNA and synthesized cDNA according to Yuan et al. (2013b).
The relative transcript levels of carotenoid biosynthetic genes, chlorophyll
biosynthetic genes, plastid division genes, as well as RCP1 and RCP2,
were assessed by qRT-PCR (primers are listed in Supplemental Table 2).
qRT-PCR was performed using Power SYBR Green PCR master mix
(Applied Biosystems) on a CFX96 touch real-time PCR detection system
(Bio-Rad). Samples were ampliﬁed for 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 s and 60°C
for 30 s. Ampliﬁcation efﬁciencies for each primer pair were determined
using critical threshold values obtained from a dilution series (1:4, 1:8, 1:16,
1:32) of pooled cDNAs. MlUBC, the Mimulus ortholog of the Arabidopsis
ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme gene (AT5G25760), was used as the reference gene as described in Yuan et al. (2013b). Three biological replicates,
with a single technical replicate for each sample, were used for all qRT-PCR
experiments; see the ﬁgure legends for details. Relative expression of each
target gene compared to the reference gene was calculated using the
formula (Eref)CP(ref)/(Etarget)CP(target).

½Chlorophyll b  5 34:09 3 A652 2 15:28 3 A665
The relative carotenoid concentration and composition in M. verbenaceus
leaves were determined using ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy and highperformance liquid chromatography (HPLC). Leaves were collected from
wild-type MvBL, MV00025, and CS15 plants, and tissue weighing 30 mg
was trimmed from the distal tip of each leaf. Pigments were extracted by
grinding tissue in 1 mL of methanol, pelleting the leaf tissue by centrifugation, and isolating the supernatant. Absorption spectra of extracts from
10 leaves of each line were measured using a Varian Cary 50 ultraviolet–visible spectrometer. A 200-mL aliquot of each sample was diluted
1:9 (v/v) with fresh methanol and measured in a 1-cm quartz cuvette. Total
carotenoid content was calculated (g/mL of total extract) by measuring the
carotenoid absorption at 470 nm and subtracting the concentrations of
chlorophylls a and b, as described by Lichtenthaler (1987).
HPLC analysis was conducted for two leaves per line using a Waters 600
multisolvent delivery system equipped with a Waters 2996 photodiode
array detector and a Waters Atlantis T3 column (5 particle size, 4.6 3 250
mm). A 400-mL aliquot of each sample was diluted with 600 mL of acetonitrile and ﬁltered through a Millipore 0.2 m Millex-FG syringe ﬁlter.
The mobile phase consisted of solvent A, 87:10:3 (v/v/v) acetonitrile:methanol:water; and solvent B, ethyl acetate. Chromatography was
performed using the following gradient: 0 to 20 min, 99% A, 1% B (v/v); 20 to
40 min, linear gradient to 60% A, 40% B; 40 to 60 min, 60% A, 40% B. All
solvents were purchased from Fisher Scientiﬁc and were HPLC-grade
quality. The mobile phase ﬂow rate was 1.2 mL/min, and the injection
volume was 200 mL. The percent molar composition of each carotenoid
was determined from the chromatograms as described in Lunch et al.
(2013).

Phylogenetic Analysis
Multiple sequence alignment of RCP2 and related proteins was performed
using MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004). Only the three conserved domains (CLU_N,
CLU_central, and TPR domain) that could be conﬁdently aligned across all
sequences (Supplemental Data Set 2) were used for phylogenetic analysis.
Maximum likelihood analysis was conducted using the RAxML web server
(https://raxml-ng.vital-it.ch/#/; Kozlov et al., 2019), with the Jones-TaylorThornton amino acid substitution matrix and the GAMMA model of rate
heterogeneity. Clade support was estimated by 100 bootstrap replicates.
The tree (Supplemental Data Set 3) was rooted by midpoint rooting.

RNAi Plasmid Construction

Separation of Anthocyanins and Carotenoids in M.
verbenaceus Flowers
The red color of M. verbenaceus ﬂowers is due to a combination of high
concentrations of carotenoids and anthocyanins. To help visualize the
relative carotenoid content in wild-type ﬂowers versus the rcp2 mutants or
transgenic lines, we separated anthocyanins and carotenoids. This was
accomplished by grinding two petal lobes in 200 mL methanol, which
dissolves both carotenoids and anthocyanins. After 2 min of centrifugation
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We built an RNAi construct by cloning a 408-bp fragment of exon 23 of the
M. lewisii RCP2 gene into the pFGC5941 vector (Kerschen et al., 2004) in
both the sense and antisense directions, following Yuan et al. (2013b;
primers are listed in Supplemental Table 3). This fragment, and every 12-bp
block within it, matched only a single region of the M. lewisii (100% identity)
and M. verbenaceus genomes (95% identity), indicating target speciﬁcity.
The plasmid was veriﬁed by sequencing and transformed into Agrobacterium tumefaciens (strain GV3101), before being transformed into
wild-type LF10 and MvBL plants by vacuum inﬁltration following the
protocol described in Yuan et al. (2013b).
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size. In brief, 35-mm leaves were cut into strips and ﬁxed in 4% glutaraldehyde. The middle lamella was weakened by heating the leaf tissue at
60°C for 4 h in 0.1 M EDTA. Prior to light microscopy, leaf strips were
macerated with forceps to separate cells. To consistently count chloroplasts in leaf cells, light microscopy images were taken at different depths,
and manual counts were made by marking all chloroplasts in each image
and removing any chloroplasts that appeared in multiple images. The cell
plan area and average chloroplast plan area (10 chloroplasts/cell) were
determined using ImageJ, and chloroplast coverage was calculated using
the following equation: (chloroplast number per cell 3 mean chloroplast
plan area per cell)/mesophyll cell plan area (Pyke, 2011). The chloroplast
coverage was determined for 13 to 18 mesophyll cells per genotype.

Overexpression Constructs and Protein subcellular localization
To characterize the phenotypes caused by overexpression of RCP2 and to
visualize the subcellular localization of RCP2 proteins, the 5382-bp fulllength RCP2 coding DNA sequence (CDS) was cloned into two different
Gateway vectors: pEarleyGate 101 and pEarleyGate 104 (Earley et al.,
2006), as previously described (Yuan et al., 2014). These vectors drive
expression of the transgene by the cauliﬂower mosaic virus 35S promoter.
In pEarleyGate 101 and pEarleyGate 104, the YFP CDS is fused in frame
with the 39 end and 59 end of the RCP2 CDS, respectively (i.e., 35S:RCP2YFP and 35S:YFP-RCP2, respectively). In an attempt to generate a dominant-negative effect by overexpressing only the RCP2 TPR domain, we
ampliﬁed a 1227-bp fragment of the RCP2 CDS that encodes the TPR
domain and cloned it into pEarleyGate 100 (i.e., 35S:TPR), the same
destination vector as pEarleyGate 101 without the YFP tag. All overexpression plasmids were sequence veriﬁed before being transformed into
Agrobacterium tumefaciens (strain GV3101). The 35S:RCP2-YFP and
35S:TPR constructs were transformed into MvBL plants to generate stable
transgenic lines.
For transient protein expression, Agrobacterium solutions containing
either the 35S:YFP-RCP2 or 35S:RCP2-YFP plasmid were injected to the
abaxial side of Nicotiana benthamiana leaves, following Ding and Yuan
(2016). Fluorescence images were acquired using a Nikon A1R confocal
laser scanning microscope equipped with a 603 water immersion objective. We performed immunoblot analysis to test whether the transiently
expressed YFP-RCP2 protein was intact. N. benthamiana leaf tissue
transfected with the 35S:YFP-RCP2 plasmid was harvested 6 d after inoculation. Total plant protein was extracted using the plant total protein
extraction kit (Sigma) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Extracts
were boiled in SDS sample buffer and loaded on 10% mini-PROTEAN TGX
gels (Bio-Rad), prior to transfer onto polyvinylidene diﬂuoride membranes
(Millipore) and immunoblotting with the GFP tag monoclonal antibody
(GF28R, Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc) following standard protocols.

Root Plastid Microscopy
Seeds of wild-type MvBL and 35S:RCP2-YFP overexpression plants were
sown on wet paper towels in Petri dishes sealed with Paraﬁlm. After 7 d,
eight seedlings of each genotype were removed from the dish and wholemounted in water. Root tips were examined and imaged under a light
microscope.
Accession Numbers
Sequence data from this article can be found in the GenBank/EMBL libraries under the following accession numbers: MlRCP2 (MF616356),
MlRCP2-L1 (MF616357), MlRCP2-L2 (MF616358), MvRCP2 (MF616359),
MlFRIENDLY1 (MN422297), and MlFRIENDLY2 (MN422298). Illumina
short read data have been deposited in NCBI SRA (accession number
PRJNA326848).
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Figure 1. Additional characterization of the M. lewisii
rcp2 and rcp1 mutants.

Yeast Two-Hybrid Assay

Supplemental Figure 2. Alignment of RCP2 and RCP2-like proteins in
M. lewisii and their homologues in Arabidopsis and Brachypodium.

Yeast two-hybrid constructs were built using the Matchmaker Gold yeast
two-hybrid system (Clontech). The full-length RCP2 CDS was recombined
into the pGBKT7-BD bait vector using an In-Fusion cloning kit (Clontech)
and transformed into the Y2H Gold yeast strain by polyethylene glycol
transformation, according to manufacturer’s instructions. The RCP1 CDS
was recombined in vivo into the pGADT7-AD prey plasmid in the Y187
yeast strain (primers listed in Supplemental Table 3). Both plasmids were
brought together in individual yeast cells by mating between the two yeast
strains and screened on DDO, QDO, and QDO/X/A plates to test for proteinprotein interactions.

Supplemental Figure 3. Further characterization of the RCP2 protein.
Supplemental Figure 4. Characterization of additional 35S:RCP2YFP transgenic plants.
Supplemental Figure 5. Light micrographs of root plastids.
Supplemental Figure 6. HPLC analysis of M. verbenaceus leaf
pigment composition.
Supplemental Figure 7. Correlations of cell plan area with chloroplast
number and plan area.
Supplemental Table 1. Mole percentages of carotenoids in M.
verbenaceus leaves.

TEM
Pieces of nectar guide tissue of M. lewisii or petal lobe tissue of M. verbenaceus were preﬁxed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde and 2.0% paraformaldehyde with 0.05 M Pipes buffer. The samples were postﬁxed with
1% osmium tetroxide and 0.8% K3Fe(CN)6 and then dehydrated in ethanol.
The samples were embedded in Spurr’s resin and sectioned tangentially.
The sections were counterstained with 2% aqueous uranyl acetate and
2.5% Sato’s lead citrate. The sections were examined and photographed
under a Tecnai 12 G2 Spirit BioTWIN transmission electron microscope
(FEI) at UConn’s Bioscience Electron Microscopy Laboratory.

Supplemental Table 2. qRT-PCR primers.
Supplemental Table 3. Primers used for plasmid construction.
Supplemental Data Set 1. Summary of statistical tests.
Supplemental Data Set 2. Sequence alignments for phylogenetic
analysis.
Supplemental Data Set 3. Phylogenetic tree ﬁle.

Mesophyll Cell Microscopy and Chloroplast Coverage
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Supplemental Data. Stanley et al. (2020). Plant Cell 10.1105/tpc.19.00755

Supplemental Figure 1. Additional characterization of the Mimulus lewisii rcp2 and rcp1
mutants. (Supports Figure 1).
(A) Phenotypes of additional rcp2 and rcp1 mutant alleles.
(B) Relative transcript levels of carotenoid biosynthetic genes in leaves of the rcp2-1 mutant
compared to wild-type, determined by qRT-PCR. Error bars are 1 SD (n = 3 biological replicates,
each consisting of pooled 10-mm leaves from one distinct plant). Asterisks indicate differences
from the wild type (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, Student’s t test).
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Supplemental Figure 2 (continued on next page)
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Supplemental Figure 2 (continued on next page)
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Supplemental Figure 2 (continued on next page)
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Supplemental Data. Stanley et al. (2020). Plant Cell 10.1105/tpc.19.00755

Supplemental Figure 2. Alignment of RCP2 and RCP2-like proteins in Mimulus lewisii and their
homologues in Arabidopsis and Brachypodium. (Supports Figure 3).
The black lines above the sequences mark the CLU_N and CLU-central domains; the box marks
the TPR domain. Mutations of the three independent alleles in M. lewisii are also indicated at the
corresponding sites.
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Supplemental Figure 3. Further characterization of the RCP2 protein. (Supports Figures 7 and
9).
(A) Yeast two-hybrid positive control (pGBKT7-53/pGADT7-T), experimental (pGBKT7RCP2/pGADT7-RCP1), and negative control (pGBKT7-Lam/pGADT7-T) colonies growing on
double dropout and quadruple dropout + X-α-gal + AbA medium.
(B) Immunoblot of total protein extracts from Nicotiana benthamiana leaves transiently expressing
YFP-RCP2 (harvested six days after inoculation). GFP Tag monoclonal antibody was used for
immunoblotting. The mass of the standard protein closest in size to the recovered band (black
arrowhead) is indicated on the left. Three biological replicates are shown, each consisting of an
individual leaf.
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Supplemental Figure 4. Characterization of additional 35S:RCP2-YFP transgenic plants.
(Supports Figure 8).
(A) The relative transcript levels of RCP2 and a subset of CBP genes in the style tissue of 15-mm
corollas of two additional 35S:RCP2-YFP lines compared to wild-type. Error bars are 1 SD (n = 3
biological replicates, each consisting of pooled 15-mm stage styles from one distinct T2 plant of
transgenic line 2 or 4).
(B) Relative CBP gene expression levels in the filament tissue of 15-mm corollas of two additional
35S:RCP2-YFP lines compared to wild-type. Error bars are 1 SD (n = 3 biological replicates,
each consisting of pooled 15-mm stage filaments from one distinct T2 plant of transgenic line 2 or
4).
(C) Flower images of the wild-type M. verbenaceus (MvBL; left), transgenic in the homozygous
rcp2 mutant background (middle), and the homozygous mutant (right).
(D) Carotenoid concentration of corollas of the wild-type (MvBL) and two independent rescue
lines (A2 and B3) recovered by screening F2 populations between 35S:RCP2-YFP transgenics
and MV00025. A2 and B3 are both homozygous for the rcp2 mutation but contain the transgene.
Error bars are 1 SD (n = 5 corollas from one plant of each genotype).
(E) Relative transcript levels of three arbitrarily selected CBP genes in 15-mm corolla, as
measured by qRT-PCR. Error bars are 1 SD (n = 3 biological replicates, each consisting of
pooled 15-mm corollas from different branches of the same plant).
Asterisks indicate differences from the wild type (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, Student’s t test).
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Supplemental Figure 5. Light micrographs of root plastids. (Supports Figure 8).
Representative images of the root tips of wild-type MvBL (left) and 35S:RCP2-YFP (right) 7-dayold seedlings. Red arrows point to typical plastids.
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Supplemental Figure 6. HPLC analysis of Mimulus verbenaceus leaf pigment composition.
(Supports Figure 10).
HPLC chromatograms for two 30-mg samples of wild-type MvBL (top), MV00025 (middle), and
CS15 (bottom) leaves. Detection wavelength is 450 nm. Abbreviations are as follows: N,
neoxanthin; V, violaxanthin; A, antheraxanthin; L, lutein; Z, zeaxanthin; b, chlorophyll b; a,
chlorophyll a; α, α-carotene; β, β−carotene.
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Supplemental Data. Stanley et al. (2020). Plant Cell 10.1105/tpc.19.00755

Supplemental Figure 7. Correlations of cell plan area with chloroplast number and plan area.
(Supports Figure 10).
Correlations between cell plan area and chloroplast number (A) or total chloroplast plan area per
cell (B) in wild-type MvBL, MV00025, and CS15 plants. 13-18 cells were analyzed for each
genotype, and 10 chloroplasts were analyzed per cell. R 2 values fall between 0.73 and 0.93.
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Supplemental Table 1. Mole percentages of carotenoids in Mimulus verbenaceus leaves.
Percentages were calculated based on HPLC analysis shown in Supplemental Figure 6. Each
genotype is represented by two samples from different leaves.

Carotenoid

MvBL

CS15

MV00025

Neoxanthin

14.6

11.1

15.5

10.3

12.6

11.3

Violaxanthin

21.6

21.0

23.5

19.0

18.0

19.0

Antheraxanthin

2.3

3.2

1.5

4.9

3.2

3.3

Lutein

37.6

38.8

36.4

38.2

45.2

39.1

Zeaxanthin

1.4

1.8

1.3

2.1

5.3

1.2

⍺-carotene

4.1

3.8

4.6

4.0

2.9

3.4

β-carotene

18.5

20.3

17.2

21.6

12.8

22.8
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Supplemental Table 2. (q)RT-PCR primers.
Gene

Forward (5'-3')

Reverse (5'-3')

RCP2

CTTGGACTTGATCACCCGGATA
GCTCTCAGATATTTGCATGAAGC
ATCAGACCAAGGGCAGGTTTATG
ATGGCGAGCAAAAATTGCAGT
GATGATGCAGAGAGCGGTGTCA
CGACCGTTACAAAGATCTCCAT
AAACTACACCTGGCACCGAGC
TTGCAGCGGTCGATAAGCCTAA
CGACCAGAAGACACCTGTTAC
TGACCAGAAGACCCCGGTCAA
GCGATAAATGGTCTGTACTGTG
ACAACTGGATACCGAGGGCATA
TATCGGCTCGTGTTTGGAAGGA
TATCGGCTCGTGTTTGGAAGGA
TAATGCTGTTCCCGCAATTGCC
TAATGCTGTTCCAGCGATAGCT
GTGTCGATAGCTATACCTTCGC
TCCGGGAGTAGTATCGATAACA
ATCATGGACTCCCGATACCATG
GTCTTGGACTCCAGAGACGGTT
ATACCAGGGCTAGTGAATGTGA
GTGGATCCATCTCTAAGTGGTCA
GATACTTCAACAGCATCAGTCG
ATGTCAAGTCCCTAGCTCTTGG
GACGTTAATAAGGTGCAGAGGA
CTGTCGAGAACTCGACTTGGAAC
CACTGCTCTACAGTATAGCTGGT
GGCTTGGACTCTGCAGTCTGT

CTGAAGAGTGGTTTGTTCATGC
TTGCTGGCAATGGTTGCATCTGG
CATCACTCTTTGCATCATCTGAG
CGCCTGCATATCACATTCTTGA
GGAGGAACAAGAGACTTTGCAA
TCCGCCAACTTCTTCTGCTCTC
ATGCAACAATTGCCTTGCCCAA
GCTGCTAATGTAACTGAGTTCC
GTGTCAATTCAGCGACAGCAAC
ATAGGCACGTGATGAATTGYGAA
AAGGAGACCGGTATCGAGAACT
GCACCAGTGGGATCAGATATGA
GGAAGTGTGCCCTTTGCCATGA
GGAAGTGTGCCCTTTGCCATGA
TTTCCCTATCCAGCTCTTCCAA
TTTCCTTCTCCAACTCCTCTAG
ACGGAATCGCTTGTCTTCGTTG
GGTGATACACGATGTTGCCTTC
TTCTCTGGTTCTGCTTAGAGC
CTTAGCTGCTTGTGGTTACAGA
CGTTGTAGCCTTTGGATCGGTGA
ACGTTTGAATCTGCCTGTACCG
TTCGTACATATCGTGCATCA
AGGTTGTACTATACGAGTCGTT
TCACTTCGAATTTCGGCAGTACA
GAACGGTCTCAGATAGTGTACGA
AAGCCTACAAGTGCTAATGCGTA
TCTTCGGCATGGCAGCAAGTC

RCP2-L1
RCP2-L2
RCP1
PSY1
PDS1
PDS2
Z-ISO
ZDS1
ZDS2
CRTISO
LCYE
LCYB1
LCYB2
BCH1
BCH2
ZEP1
ZEP2
NSY1
NSY2
FtsZ1B
FtsZ2B
ARC1
ARC6
CHLM
CHLH
CHLG
UBC
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Supplemental Table 3. Primers used for plasmid construction. Nucleotides in red are necessary
for integration into corresponding vectors.
Primer

Sequence (5'-3')

Utility

RCP2_cdsF

CACCATGGCTCCTAAAAATGGAAAGAC

35S:RCP2-YFP and
35S:YFP-RCP2

RCP2_cdsR

TTAACTAGCTACCTCAACAACCAC

35S:RCP2-YFP and
35S:YFP-RCP2

RCP2_RNAi_F

GTTCTAGACCATGGAGACCAACCCTTGCGAA
ATTGA

RNAi

RCP2_RNAi_R

GTGGATCCGGCGCGCCCTTCAATGTTGGTGC
TAGTGCT

RNAi

Y2H_b_RCP2_cdsF

CATGGAGGCCGAATTCATGGCTCCTAAAAAT
GGAAAGAC

Y2H

Y2H_b_RCP2_cdsR
Y2H_p_RCP1_cdsF

Y2H_p_RCP1_cdsR

GCAGGTCGACGGATCCTTAACTAGCTACCTC
AACAACCAC
TTCCACCCAAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGT
GGCCATTATGGCCATGGCGAGCAAAAATTGC
AGT
GTATCGATGCCCACCCTCTAGAGGCCGAGGC
GGCCGACATGCAAAGCTCCAACACCAAGAAA
G

Y2H
Y2H

Y2H

RCP2_TPR_F

CACCATGAATGGTGATGCAGATACGGGT

35S:TPR

RCP2_TPR_R

TTAGTCCTCAGAATTTGACTCAGA

35S:TPR
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Accumulation and Replication of Chloroplasts 6 (ARC6) regulates chromoplast biogenesis
in monkeyflowers (Mimulus)

Lauren E. Stanley1 and Yao-Wu Yuan1,2

1

Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06269,

USA; 2Institute for Systems Genomics, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06269, USA

INTRODUCTION

Carotenoid pigments are deposited as secondary metabolites in non-photosynthetic
tissues, contributing to the vibrant red, orange, and yellow colors of many flowers and fruits. For
carotenoids to accumulate in these tissues, plants must (1) enhance pigment production by
activating carotenoid biosynthesis pathway (CBP) genes and (2) build specialized storage
organelles, chromoplasts, to act as carotenoid sinks. Considerable research effort has gone into
identifying the transcriptional regulators of CBP genes. Although much uncertainty remains,
numerous potential CBP transcriptional regulators have been identified (reviewed in Chapter 1,
Stanley and Yuan, 2019). By contrast, the genetic control of chromoplast biogenesis has received
much less attention.
Chromoplasts are non-photosynthetic plastids that accumulate large quantities of
carotenoids. These organelles differentiate from proplastids or from pre-existing chloroplasts,
leucoplasts, or amyloplasts (Egea et al., 2010; Li and Yuan, 2013), and are categorized into many
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different types based on the morphology of their carotenoid storage substructures (e.g.,
crystalline, reticular-tubular, membranous, fibrillar, globular) (Camara et al., 1995). Chromoplast
biogenesis has primarily been studied from structural and metabolic perspectives, and the
majority of previous studies focused on the most common type of development, chloroplast-tochromoplast conversion. This conversion involves the breakdown of chlorophyll, disassembly of
grana and thylakoid membranes, rapid turnover of starch, production of storage substructures,
and accumulation of carotenoid pigments (Forth and Pyke, 2006; Simkin et al., 2007; Egea et al.,
2010; Li and Yuan, 2013). Recently, transcriptomic and proteomic approaches in tomato, pepper,
and Citrus fruits have provided more details on the metabolic shifts that occur during
chloroplast-to-chromoplast conversion, such as the loss of proteins involved in photosynthesis
and plastid division, the arrest of plastid translation, and the production of storage and stress
response proteins (e.g., fibrillin, ACCD, heat shock proteins) (Siddique et al., 2006; Kahlau and
Bock, 2008; Barsan et al., 2012). Beyond chloroplast-to-chromoplast conversion, very little is
known about the genetic control of chromoplast biogenesis in general. This knowledge gap is at
least partly due to the lack of chromoplasts in the foremost plant genetic model system,
Arabidopsis thaliana.
Very few genes regulating chromoplast biogenesis have been identified to date. These
include the High Pigment (HP)-1, -2, and -3 genes from tomato, the Orange gene, originally
isolated from cauliflower, and Reduced Carotenoid Pigmentation 2 (RCP2) from Mimulus
(monkeyflowers). Mutations in the HP genes, which encode DDB1, DET1, and ZEP, produce an
increased number and/or size of chloroplasts in developing tomato fruits, which then differentiate
into chromoplasts (Cookson et al., 2003; Kolotilin et al., 2007; Galpaz et al., 2008). Mutation in
the Orange gene leads to the conversion of colorless leucoplasts to chromoplasts, promoting
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carotenoid accumulation in typically white or pale yellow tissues (Lu et al., 2006). Interestingly,
this mutation also disrupts the division of plastids: most cells only contain a single, enlarged
plastid (Li et al., 2001; Paolillo et al., 2004). Orange has been shown to stabilize phytoene
synthase, a carotenoid biosynthesis enzyme, and to channel the flux of the carotenoid pathway
toward β-carotene, but its exact role in chromoplast development is still unknown (Zhou et al.,
2015; Chayut et al., 2017). RCP2 is a tetratricopeptide repeat protein that enhances both the
transcription of the CBP genes and chromoplast development in flowers (Chapter 2, Stanley et
al., 2020). Overexpression of this gene causes the conversion of pale or colorless plastids to
chromoplasts in floral tissues, but the functional mechanisms underlying this conversion remain
elusive.
To identify additional regulators of chromoplast biogenesis, we took advantage of a new
genetic model system, the crimson monkeyflower Mimulus verbenaceus. This species bears
bright red flowers whose color results from a combination of yellow carotenoids and magenta
anthocyanins, and is amenable to ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) mutagenesis and in planta
stable transformation (Figure 1A; Chapter 2, Stanley et al., 2020). Here we characterized
MV00160, an EMS mutant bearing pinkish flowers (Figure 1B). We show that MV00160 flowers
accumulate a lower concentration of carotenoids than their wild-type counterparts, but this is not
due to mutation in or reduced expression of carotenoid biosynthesis genes. Examination of
mutant flowers under light and transmission electron microscopy revealed the presence of many
fewer, larger, chromoplasts than in the wild-type, whose reduced coverage explains the observed
reduced carotenoid accumulation. Using bulk segregant analysis, we mapped the MV00160
mutation to the Mimulus homologue of ACCUMULATION AND REPLICATION OF
CHLOROPLASTS 6 (ARC6), an essential chloroplast division gene in Arabidopsis. Examination
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of photosynthetic tissues revealed that MV00160 also produces fewer, larger chloroplasts. This
study provides the first evidence that ARC6 affects chromoplast biogenesis, highlighting the
importance of studying diverse model systems.

RESULTS

MV00160 flowers have reduced carotenoid accumulation and abnormally large chromoplasts

Our EMS mutagenesis screen in the wild-type MvBL background recovered a pinkflowered mutant, MV00160 (Figures 1A and 1B). We examined the pigment content of wild-type
and mutant flowers by extracting all corolla pigments in methanol and then separating them into
layers with polar and non-polar solvents. We found that, in MV00160 flowers, both the
anthocyanins in the upper polar layer and the carotenoids in the lower non-polar layer appeared
less concentrated than in wild-type (Figure 1C). We then quantified these differences by
extracting anthocyanin and carotenoid pigments separately from weighed corollas and estimating
their concentrations by UV/Vis spectroscopy. We confirmed that the content of both
anthocyanins and carotenoids decreased in mutant corollas (by 1.2-fold and 1.8-fold,
respectively), with a stronger effect on carotenoids (Figures 1D and 1E).
To determine whether this decrease in carotenoid pigmentation was correlated with the
down-regulation of CBP gene expression, we performed quantitative reverse transcriptase (qRTPCR) assays. We found that none of the CBP genes was differentially expressed in MV00160
flowers compared to wild-type (Figure 1F). This indicates that the carotenoid phenotype in
mutant plants is not caused by a transcriptional regulator of CBP genes. To determine if any of
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the CBP genes were mutated, we performed an HPLC analysis on MV00160 flower petal lobes.
We found that the carotenoid composition was unaltered in the mutant compared to wild-type,
suggesting that all of the carotenoid biosynthesis genes were functional (Figure 1G).
Because neither CBP gene expression nor carotenoid composition were altered in
MV00160, we hypothesized that this mutant might be defective in chromoplast biogenesis. To
test this, we examined flower petal cells under light microscopy. We found that wild-type petals
produce many small chromoplasts that, though they tend to cluster, produce a fairly even
chromoplast “envelope” surrounding the central vacuole filled with magenta anthocyanins
(Figure 2A). By contrast, MV00160 flowers have few (~8-15), abnormally large chromoplasts
(Figure 2D). These chromoplasts are heterogeneous in size, and appear to have extremely long
stroma-filled tubules (stromules) (indicated by arrows in Figure 2D). To confirm that mutant
chromoplasts were properly differentiated, we performed transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). We observed that, despite their large size, internal structure of MV00160 chromoplasts is
very similar to that of the wild-type, with no apparent structural defects (Figures 2B, 2C, 2E, and
2F). The flowers of MV00160 may appear pink because the scattered, abnormally large
chromoplasts leave “gaps” where anthocyanin pigments in the vacuole are not overlain by
carotenoids in a dispersed, even chromoplast envelope. Alternatively, altered light scattering or
the reduced ratio of carotenoids to anthocyanins in MV00160 mutants could account for this
difference.
To better understand how chromoplasts normally develop in the wild-type M.
verbenaceus, we examined plastid biogenesis in wild-type MvBL flowers. In the petals of 2-mm
corollas, there are several (approximately 15-20) relatively large, colorless plastids. As the flower
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develops, these remain colorless and appear to decrease in size while increasing in number
(Supplementary Figure 1). Finally, plastids begin to accumulate carotenoids in 15-mm flowers.

MV00160 plants have a mutation in ARC6

To determine the causal mutation in MV00160, we employed a hybrid strategy that
combines bulk segregant analysis of a MV00160 x MvBL F2 population and genome
comparisons between multiple EMS mutants generated using the same MvBL inbred line, as
described in LaFountain et al. (2017). This analysis produced five candidate single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs). One of these is an intron splicing mutation (Figure 3A) in the gene
orthologous to AT5G42480, the Arabidopsis thaliana ACCUMULATION AND REPLICATION
OF CHLOROPLASTS 6 (ARC6) gene. AtARC6 is an essential component of the plastid division
machinery in plant cells (Pyke et al., 1994; Robertson et al., 1995; Vitha et al., 2003; Glynn et
al., 2008).
To examine the expression pattern of the candidate ARC6 gene, we performed RT-PCR
on RNA extracted from multiple tissues at multiple developmental stages of wild-type MvBL
plants. While ARC6 is expressed in all organs examined (very weakly in root), its expression is
especially strong in 10-mm corollas (Figure 3B).
Because the candidate mutation was in an intron-exon boundary, we performed an RTPCR on MvBL and MV00160 leaf and corolla samples to determine whether proper splicing was
occurring in mutant plants. In the wild-type, as expected, there was only one splice variant which
excises the entire intron. By contrast, the MV00160 mutant produces ARC6 transcripts of three
different lengths (Figure 3C). Based on observations of size alone, one appears to contain the full
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intron, one appears to excise the full intron, and one contains a partial intron. These splice
variants have not been sequence verified, so even the “properly” spliced variant may be
improperly spliced. Although these splice variants are detectable when the RT-PCR is saturated
(34 total cycles), their expression is quite weak compared to the correctly spliced transcript in
wild-type plants. Additionally, despite several attempts, full-length ARC6 transcripts could not be
amplified from MV00160 cDNA (data not shown). These results suggest that MV00160 most
likely represents a null arc6 allele.

MV00160 has abnormal chloroplasts in leaves and calyces

In addition to the chromoplast phenotype in flowers, MV00160 plants have several other
visible phenotypes. As early as the development of the first pair of leaves, it becomes apparent
that stems are entirely white, lacking both the chlorophyll and anthocyanin pigments present in
wild-type. Later in development, stems turn deep purple. Plants are also slow-growing, with
drooping stems and pedicels. MV00160 leaves are pale compared to wild-type, and the bases of
MV00160 calyces appear entirely white rather than green (Figures 4A and 4C). To test whether
leaves and calyces have reduced chlorophyll and carotenoid content, we extracted these pigments
in methanol and performed UV/Vis spectroscopy. In leaves, chlorophyll a and carotenoid content
were similar in wild-type and MV00160 plants, but the amount of chlorophyll b was significantly
reduced (P << 0.01, Student’s t-test) (Figure 4B). In calyces, chlorophyll a and carotenoid
concentrations are both reduced in mutant plants (P << 0.01 and P < 0.06, respectively), while
chlorophyll b concentration is unaffected (Figure 4D).
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Because arc6 mutants have been shown to produce large plastids in all tissues in
Arabidopsis (Pyke et al., 1994; Robertson et al., 1995), we examined the leaves and calyces of
our MV00160 mutant by light and transmission electron microscopy. We found that, in both of
these tissues, MV00160 produces abnormal plastids. In leaf mesophyll cells, MV00160 mutants
make large, elongated chloroplasts, typically just one or two per cell (Figure 5). This is a severe
reduction in number compared to the wild-type, which we previously showed to contain ~90
chloroplasts on average (Stanley et al., 2020), and appears to affect chromoplast coverage.
Transmission electron microscopy reveals that the large plastids of MV00160 mesophyll cells
have typical chloroplast morphology, with numerous grana thylakoids and small plastoglobules
(Figures 5E and 5F). In the leaf epidermis, some MV00160 stomatal guard cells have few, large
plastids, but others have numerous, small plastids resembling those of the wild-type (Figure 5GI). Occasionally, one guard cell lacks chloroplasts altogether, possibly indicating a failure in
segregation of plastids between daughter cells in the guard mother cell (Figure 5J). TEM of the
white calyx base also shows few, greatly enlarged plastids compared to wild-type.
ULtrastructurally, some of these resemble wild-type chloroplasts with typical grana thylakoids,
while others are vacuolated and lack thylakoids (Figure 6).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we characterized a pink-flowered mutant of the crimson monkeyflower,
Mimulus verbenaceus. We demonstrated that MV00160 flowers produce reduced carotenoid
levels. This is not due to altered expression of, or mutation in, the carotenoid biosynthetic genes,
but rather to abnormal chromoplast biogenesis. Compared to wild-type, mutant flowers had
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fewer, larger chromoplasts, accounting for the color difference, but unaltered internal structure.
Using a bulk segregant approach, we mapped the MV00160 mutation to the ACCUMULATION
AND REPLICATION OF CHLOROPLASTS 6 (ARC6) locus, and showed that this mutation may
result in a null allele. We further demonstrated that the pale leaves and white calyces of the
mutant also have reduced pigment content, and contain just one or two abnormally large plastids.
Although the enlarged leaf chloroplasts have typical internal anatomy, many calyx plastids were
improperly differentiated, indicating a function for this gene in not only plastid division but
plastid differentiation in certain tissues.
Mimulus arc6 mutants are generally similar to Arabidopsis arc6 mutants in their leaf
phenotypes. Both have few, enlarged, abnormally shaped chloroplasts in leaf mesophyll cells as
well as occasional aplastidic guard cells in the leaf epidermis (Pyke et al., 1994; Robertson et al.,
1995). Additionally, though Arabidopsis arc6 mutants do not have obvious leaf color
phenotypes, they have been shown to accumulate less chlorophyll compared to wild-type plants.
This is correlated with reduced efficiency of photosynthesis and altered composition of the
photosynthetic apparatus in high light conditions (Austin II and Webber, 2005). Photosystem
composition is likely also altered in Mimulus arc6 mutants, which have reduced chlorophyll b
content (and therefore a much higher ratio of chlorophyll a:b) in leaves (Figure 4A and 4B).
One difference in leaf phenotype between Mimulus and Arabidopsis arc6 mutants is the
twisted and curled leaves of Atarc6, which are correlated with mesophyll cell irregularities (Pyke
et al., 1994). Abnormal chloroplast development has been shown to correlate with defective leaf
development in other mutants and in other species (e.g., Chatterjee et al., 1996; Keddie et al.,
1996), so it is curious that Mimulus leaves do not show obvious leaf defects other than the pale
color.
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In petals, the comparison between Arabidopsis and Mimulus arc6 mutants is less
straightforward. Arabidopsis flowers do not produce chromoplasts; the colorless plastids in wildtype petals de-differentiate from chloroplasts into leucoplasts. Therefore, the few enlarged
leucoplasts in Arabidopsis arc6 mutants are derived from an already small number of enlarged
chloroplasts (Pyke and Page, 1998). In Mimulus, we have shown that colorless plastids directly
give rise to chromoplasts (Supplementary Figure 1). Unlike the leaf and calyx, which have only
one or two chloroplasts per cell, MV00160 flower petals have multiple chromoplasts (~8-15 per
cell). This is somewhat difficult to explain, given that all plastids are derived from the same
proplastid precursors. In Arabidopsis arc6 mutants, cells of the apical meristems only have two
large proplastids; these divide by some mechanism independent of ARC6 during cell division,
producing at least one plastid in each daughter cell (Robertson et al., 1995). We hypothesize that,
in Mimulus arc6 mutant flowers, there must be several plastid divisions as petal epidermal cells
differentiate and divide (i.e., late-stage proplastid division or chromoplast division). It cannot be
ruled out based on our current data that these divisions occur because at least some properly
spliced transcripts of ARC6 are present in petals. However, we do not think that this is the case
because plastids of leaf mesophyll cells and calyces, which have the same splice variants, do not
divide (Figure 3C).
Although plastids divide by binary fission like their cyanobacterial progenitors, the
process is under nuclear control. During plastid division, concentric contractile rings form at the
center of the plastid: a bacteria-derived FtsZ ring on the stromal side of the inner envelope
membrane, and a plant-derived ARC5 ring on the cytosolic side of the outer envelope membrane.
In order to successfully assemble and coordinate the plastid division machinery, many proteins
are required. Min proteins (ARC3, MCD1, MinD, and MinE) position the FtsZ ring at the center
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of the plastid, while transmembrane proteins mediate the interactions between the two contractile
rings (ARC6 and PARC6 across the inner envelope and PDV1 and PDV2 across the outer
envelope) (Wang et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018). ARC6 spans the inner envelope membrane. Its
N-terminus recruits and interacts with FtsZ2 in the stroma while its C-terminus interacts with
PDV2 (which recruits ARC5) in the intermembrane space. ARC6 therefore mediates the
connection of the Z-ring and the ARC5 ring (Vitha et al., 2003; Glynn et al., 2008; Wang et al.,
2017). Arabidopsis arc6 mutants do not form an FtsZ ring (Vitha et al., 2003), and therefore the
plastid division necessary to prevent production of aplastidic cells must proceed via another
mechanism. Robertson et al. (1995) speculate that cell division itself could partition plastids into
daughter cells, as the large plastid is wrapped around the nucleus.
It has long been ambiguous whether differentiated chromoplasts can divide, and, if so,
whether these divisions are governed by the chloroplast division machinery or other/additional
factors. In most systems for which we have detailed morphological data, precursor plastids,
typically chloroplasts, complete all necessary divisions before chromoplasts develop. In tomato
fruits, for example, it has been determined that all chromoplasts develop from existing
chloroplasts (Egea et al., 2011). However, potential chromoplast divisions have been observed in
some systems: images of apparently dividing chromoplasts in carrot roots, Capsicum annuum
fruits, and Forsythia suspensa flower petals have been captured (Wrischer, 1972; Sitte, 1987;
Leech and Pyke, K. A., 1988; Camara et al., 1995).
Genetic studies of mutants have also provided evidence that differentiated chromoplasts
divide. For example, the apical meristematic cells of the cauliflower Orange mutant have just
one or two large chromoplasts instead of colorless proplastids. These cells divide to give rise to
daughter cells with few, large chromoplasts. As in MV00160 mutants, this phenotype persists
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only in some tissues: Orange plants maintain large chromoplasts in normally unpigmented
tissues such as curd, pith, leaf bases, and roots, but not in leaves or even in flower petals, which
develop typical numbers of properly sized and differentiated chloroplasts or chromoplasts,
respectively (Li et al., 2001; Paolillo et al., 2004). Perhaps the most similar reported mutant to
MV00160 plants is the tomato suffulta mutant, for which the causal gene has not been identified.
These plants have pale stems and leaves, reduced growth, few, greatly enlarged leaf and stem
chloroplasts, and occasional aplastidic guard cells. Interestingly, suffulta mutants have a normal
population of chromoplasts in fruits that form by chromoplast budding and fragmentation (Forth
and Pyke, 2006). Something similar to this method of plastid division does occur normally in
developing tomato fruits by the breakage of stromules, and it has been shown that inhibiting
chloroplast development produces more stromules (Waters et al., 2004). Perhaps when normal
chromoplast division is inhibited, the budding/fragmentation method increases in frequency in
chromoplast-containing tissues.
One phenotype not reported in Arabidopsis arc6 mutants is the improper differentiation
of plastids in the calyx (Pyke and Page, 1998). MV00160 calyx cells contain plastids resembling
the abnormal plastids in white sectors of variegated Arabidopsis mutants such as immutans
(Wetzel et al., 1994). Atypical plastids in both MV00160 mutant calyces and the white sectors of
immutans leaves most resemble proplastids, as they lack thylakoids, prolamellar bodies, and
large starch grains. This may indicate that plastid identity in certain tissues is somewhat reliant
on plastid division.
Our study demonstrates that chromoplast biogenesis, as well as chloroplast biogenesis,
requires ARC6 in Mimulus. While chromoplast division is certainly affected by arc6 mutation, it
appears that chromoplast division is not as reliant on the plastid division machinery as
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chloroplast division in photosynthetic tissues. To our knowledge, there are no other reported arc6
mutants from other species, and this is the first description of a plastid division mutant affecting
chromoplasts that are not derived from chloroplast precursors. This study demonstrates the value
of mutagenesis screens in diverse model systems.

METHODS

Plant materials

MvBL, the wild-type Mimulus verbenaceus inbred line, was developed as described in
Chapter 2, Stanley et al. (2020). Ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) mutagenesis was performed in
the MvBL background following Owen and Bradshaw (2011). The plants used in this study were
grown in the University of Connecticut EEB Research Greenhouses in FAFARD soil mix #2
(Sun Gro Horticulture), watered by subirrigation and fertilized by top-watering 3 times per week.
Plants were exposed to a 16-hr day length (natural light supplemented with ~110-160 µmol m-2s-1
sodium vapor lamps) to ensure continuous flowering.

Pigment analysis

To visualize the differences in pigment content between wild-type MvBL and mutant
MV00160 plants, we performed a pigment separation as described in Yuan et al. (2013). In brief,
corollas of two open flowers from each line were ground in 150 µl methanol. Equal volumes of
water and dichloromethane were promptly added and mixed thoroughly with the extracts.
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Anthocyanin and carotenoid pigments were separated by centrifugation into the upper aqueous
and lower organic phases, respectively.
To quantify the pigmentation phenotypes of MV00160 mutants, both anthocyanin and
carotenoid pigments were extracted from the corollas of weighed mutant and wild-type open
flowers. For anthocyanin extraction, all pigments were extracted by grinding weighed corollas in
600 µL methanol/0.1% HCl. Extracts were left overnight in the dark at -20 ºC to break down
carotenoid pigments, which are degraded in acidic solutions. Extracts were then centrifuged to
pellet tissue, and 100 µL of supernatant was diluted in 1 mL methanol/0.1% HCl. Absorption
spectra were measured on a Varian Cary 50 UV/Vis spectrometer in a 1 cm quartz cuvette. The
absorbance peak at 515 nm was used to approximate anthocyanin concentration, and was
normalized to 100 mg of tissue. Six samples were collected from MvBL or MV00160 plants on
the same day. Any samples collected from the same individual plants were considered biological
replicates because these lines are highly inbred and variation in flower pigment content between
individual plants is not greater than the variation within individual plants.
To extract carotenoid pigments, weighed corollas were ground in 600 µL of 100%
methanol. Extracts were left overnight at -20 ºC in the dark to degrade anthocyanin pigments,
which are only stable in acidic conditions, and then centrifuged to pellet the tissue. 100 µL of the
supernatant was diluted in 1 mL 100% methanol, and measured in a 1 cm quartz cuvette on the
Varian Cary 50 UV/Vis spectrometer. Absorbance at 440 nm was measured as a proxy of
carotenoid concentration, and normalized to 100 mg of tissue. Six samples were collected from
MvBL or MV00160 plants on the same day. High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
was conducted for petal lobe tissue samples of MvBL and MV00160 as described in (LaFountain
et al., 2015).
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We also examined the chlorophyll and carotenoid content of photosynthetic tissues. For
calyx samples, 30 mg of 15-mm stage calyx tissue was used; for leaves, 30 mg of tissue from the
distal half of 5-cm leaves was used. Pigments were extracted by grinding tissue in 1 mL of
methanol, pelleting tissue, and recovering the supernatant. A 200 µL aliquot of each sample was
diluted 1:9 with fresh methanol, and then measured in a 1 cm quartz cuvette on a Varian Cary 50
UV/Vis spectrometer. The absorption at 652, 665, and 470 nm were used to determine the
concentrations (g/ml of total extract) of chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, and total carotenoids as
described by Lichtenthaler (1987). Five leaf and five calyx samples were collected from MvBL
and MV00160 plants on the same day.

(q)RT-PCR

To determine the expression levels of relevant genes, we extracted RNA, synthesized
cDNA, and performed qualitative and quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR and qRTPCR, respectively). Total RNA was extracted with the Spectrum Plant Total RNA Kit (Sigma)
and cDNA was synthesized with the Superscript III First Strand Synthesis Kit (Invitrogen),
following kit manuals. All qRT-PCR assays were conducted using Power SYBR Green PCR
Master Mix (Applied Biosystems). qRT-PCR samples were run for 40 cycles of 95 °C for 15 s
and 60 °C for 30 s on a CFX96 Touch Real-Time PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad). We
confirmed from melt curves that each primer pair yielded only a single product. To determine
amplification efficiencies for each primer pair, we used a dilution series of pooled cDNA
samples (1:4, 1:8, 1:16, and 1:32). We used MlUBC as the reference gene, following Yuan et al.
(2013b). Unless otherwise indicated, independent tissue samples collected from MvBL or
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MV00160 plants constituted three biological replicates. Each gene of interest was compared to
MlUBC to determine relative expression using the following formula: (Eref)CP(ref) / (Etarget)CP(target)
(Pfaffl, 2001). All (q)RT-PCR primers are listed in Supplemental Table 1.

Genetic mapping

To determine the identity of the causal gene, we performed a bulk segregant analysis
followed by mutant library SNP filtering, as detailed in LaFountain et al. (2017). Briefly, we
grew an MvBL x MV00160 F2 population (91 individuals) to flower and extracted the DNA of
the 19 plants showing the mutant phenotype. DNA samples were pooled with equal
representation, and used to prepare a small-insert library. ~400 million paired-end, 100-bp reads
were generated on an Illumina HiSeq 4000. We mapped these short reads to the MvBL genome
assembly version 1.92 (http://monkeyflower.uconn.edu/resources/) using CLC Genomics
Workbench 7.0 (QIAGEN).
To identify the causal SNP, we scanned the genome for SNPs occurring at 100%
frequency in the sequenced pool (other SNPs unrelated to the locus of interest should segregate
at about 50% frequency). We removed “false positive” SNPs resulting from non-specific
mapping (those with >200-fold coverage, likely associated with repetitive regions) and from
genome assembly errors (those which appeared in mapping analyses from other M. verbenaceus
mutants). After SNP filtering, we were left with only five 100% SNPs.

Microscopy
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To visualize plastids in different plant tissues, we performed light and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). For flower tissues, live tissue of open flowers was imaged on a light
microscope. For calyx and leaf tissues, both live tissue cross sections and fixed, isolated
mesophyll cells were imaged by light microscopy. Mesophyll cells were isolated following Pyke
(2011). In short, we cut 35-mm leaves into strips and fixed them in 4% glutaraldehyde. Samples
were washed with water, placed in 0.1 M EDTA at pH 9.0, and heated at 60 °C for 4 hours to
weaken the middle lamella. Prior to imaging on a light microscope, cells were separated by
macerating the tissue with forceps.
TEM was conducted at UConn’s Bioscience Electron Microscopy Laboratory. Pieces of
open flower petal lobe, 15 mm calyx, and 20 mm leaf of wild-type MvBL and MV00160 were
pre-fixed in 2.0% paraformaldehyde and 2.5% glutaraldehyde with 0.05 M PIPES buffer.
Samples were then post-fixed with 0.8 % K3Fe(CN)6 and 1% osmium tetroxide and dehydrated
in ethanol. The samples were embedded in Spurr’s resin and sectioned: petal lobe and calyx
samples were cut longitudinally, while leaf samples were cut transversely. Sections were
counterstained with 2% aqueous uranyl acetate and 2.5% Sato’s lead citrate. We photographed
the sections on a FEI Tecnai 12 G2 Spirit BioTWIN transmission electron microscope.
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Figure 1. Floral phenotypes of MV00160 mutants. (A) Front view of wild-type MvBL and MV00160
flowers. (B) Side view of MvBL and MV00160 flowers, showing corolla tube. (C) Pigment extractions
from MvBL and MV00160 petal lobes showing the anthocyanin-pigmented aqueous layer (top) and the
carotenoid-pigmented organic layer (bottom). (D) Anthocyanin concentration of MvBL and MV00160
corollas, estimated by absorbance at 515 nm. Error bars are 1 SD (n = 6 individual flowers from MvBL
or MV00160 plants). Asterisks indicate differences from the wild type (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, Student’s
t-test). (E) Carotenoid concentration of MvBL and MV00160 corollas, estimated by absorbance at 440
nm. Error bars are 1 SD (n = 6 individual flowers from MvBL or MV00160 plants). Asterisks indicate
differences from the wild type (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, Student’s t-test). (F) Transcript levels of
carotenoid biosynthetic pathway genes in wild-type MvBL and MV00160 15-mm corollas as estimated
by qRT-PCR. Error bars are 1 SD (n = 3 individual samples from MvBL or MV00160 plants). (G)
HPLC chromatograms for wild-type MvBL (top) and MV00160 (bottom). Detection wavelength is 440
nm. Peaks are as follows: 1, all-trans antheraxanthin; 2, all-trans violaxanthin; 3, cis-violaxanthin; 4,
deepoxyneoxanthin; 5, neoxanthin (all-trans and/or cis); 6, mimulaxanthin.
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Figure 2. Light and transmission electron micrographs of MV00160 petals. (A) Light micrograph
of wild-type MvBL petal lobe epidermal cells. Scale bar = 5 microns. (B) Transmission electron
micrograph of an MvBL petal lobe epidermal cell. Scale bar = 2 microns. (C) TEM image of MvBL
chromoplasts. Scale bar = 500 nm. (D) Light micrograph of MV00160 petal lobe epidermal cells. Scale
bar = 5 microns. (E) TEM image of an MV00160 petal lobe epidermal cell. Scale bar = 2 microns. (F)
TEM image of an MV00160 chromoplast. Scale bar = 500 nm. Abbreviations are as follows: c,
chromoplast; st, stromule.
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Figure 3. Identification of MV00160. (A) Schematic of the Mimulus verbenaceus homologue of
ACCUMULATION AND REPLICATION OF CHLOROPLASTS 6 (ARC6) showing MV00160 mutation.
Black boxes: exons; lines: introns. (B) Qualitative RT-PCR of ARC6 expression in the tissues of mature
wild-type MvBL plants and developing flowers. UBC was used as the reference gene. Cycle numbers:
ARC6, 34 cycles; UBC, 28 cycles). (C) Qualitative RT-PCR across first ARC6 intron in wild-type
MvBL (W) and MV00160 (M) leaf and 15-mm corolla cDNA. Band sizes are indicated at right.
Asterisks indicate differences from the wild type (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, Student’s t-test).
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Figure 4. Phenotypes of MV00160 calyces and leaves. (A) Leaves of wild-type MvBL (left) and
MV00160 (right) leaves. (B) Chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, and carotenoid content of 5-cm leaves. (C)
15-mm calyces of MvBL and MV00160. (D) Chlorophyll and carotenoid content of 15-mm calyces.
Error bars are one standard deviation (n = 6 leaves/calyces from MvBL or MV00160 plants). Asterisks
indicate differences from the wild-type (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, Student’s t-test).
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Figure 5. Light and transmission electron micrographs of MV00160 leaves. (A) Wild-type MvBL
mesophyll cell chloroplasts under light microscopy. (B and C) TEM images of MvBL leaf mesophyll
cells with chloroplasts in whole cell (B) and close-up (C) views. Box in (B) indicates area enlarged in
(A). Scale bars = 10 microns and 500 nm, respectively. (D) MV00160 mesophyll cell chloroplast under
light microscopy. (E and F) TEM images of MV00160 leaf mesophyll cells with a chloroplast in whole
cell (E) and close-up (F) views. Box in (E) indicates area enlarged in (F). Scale bars = 10 microns and
500 nm, respectively. (G) Light microscope image of guard cells on MvBL lower leaf epidermis. (H
through J) MV00160 guard cells showing a range of chloroplast phenotypes.
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Figure 6. Transmission electron micrographs of MV00160 calyx base. (A and B) Wild-type MvBL
calyx base chloroplasts. (C through F) Plastids of MV00160 calyx base. Boxes in (A), (C), and (E)
show area enlarged in (B), (D), and (F), respectively. Scale bars for (A), (C), and (E): 10 microns; (B),
(D), and (F): 500 nm.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Plastid development in MvBL corollas. Developmental series of MvBL
flowers (top) and light microscope images of fixed petal lobe epidermal cells (bottom).
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Supplementary Figure 2. Plastid division machinery of Arabidopsis. Diagrammatic representation
of the proteins involved in plastid division, based on Chen et al. (2018).
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INTRODUCTION

Flowers display a tremendous diversity of colors and patterns typically resulting from the
distribution of anthocyanin and carotenoid pigments. These pigments are often spatially
restricted to particular petals, or arranged within petals to produce colored veins, spots, or stripes.
Such contrasting patterns can serve as nectar guides for animal pollinators, enhancing the
efficiency of pollination (e.g., Waser and Price, 1983; Leonard and Papaj, 2011; Hansen et al.,
2012; de Jager et al., 2017). Nectar guides are common and phylogenetically widespread in
angiosperms (Weiss, 1995), and it is therefore of great interest to elucidate the genetic
underpinnings of nectar guide pigmentation.
Most pigmentation pattern studies to date have focused on the transcriptional regulation
of pigment biosynthesis genes. For anthocyanins, a regulatory complex composed of R2R3MYB, bHLH, and WD40 (MBW) proteins directly binds the promoters of all or a subset of
anthocyanin biosynthesis genes to activate their transcription, giving rise to many floral patterns
(Schwinn et al., 2006; Albert et al., 2011; Yamagishi et al., 2010; Shang et al., 2011; Davies et
al., 2012; Xu et al., 2015; Yuan et al., 2016; Ding et al., 2020). For carotenoids, there have been
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reports of floral transcriptional regulators such as the R2R3-MYB WHITE PETAL1 from
Medicago and the tetratricopeptide repeat protein Reduced Carotenoid Pigmentation 2 (RCP2)
from Mimulus, but the universality of these regulators and their potential role in patterning are
unknown (Chapter 2, Stanley et al., 2020; Meng et al., 2019). Thus far, the only transcriptional
regulator shown to contribute to carotenoid pigment patterning in multiple species is Reduced
Carotenoid Pigmentation 1 (RCP1), an R2R3-MYB which activates the expression of carotenoid
biosynthesis genes in the ventral petal of Mimulus and the hypochile of ornamental orchids to
produce bright yellow nectar guides (Sagawa et al., 2016; Li et al., 2020).
Although a more complete understanding of transcriptional regulation, particularly for
carotenoids, would advance the study of floral pigment patterning, there are other layers of
regulation about which even less is known. One of these is post-transcriptional regulation of
pigment biosynthesis genes by endogenous small RNAs (sRNAs). sRNAs have previously been
shown to restrict the expression of flavonoid pigment biosynthesis genes in flowers to produce
contrasting patterns. For instance, in snapdragon (Antirrhinum major), the SULF locus
suppresses aurone pigmentation in the petal lobes, constraining the bright yellow aurones to a
small area at the entrance of the corolla tube that serves as a nectar guide. This locus contains an
inverted repeat with sequence homology to the aurone biosynthesis gene Am4′CGT, and
produces 21-22 nt sRNAs that target its transcripts for degradation (Bradley et al., 2017).
Another example is the “Picotee” and “Star” cultivars of horticultural petunias (Petunia
hybrida), which have bullseye and petal-margin-restricted anthocyanin patterns, respectively.
Both of these cultivars have tandem head-to-tail copies of the anthocyanin biosynthesis gene
CHS-A. These loci produce 21-nt siRNAs in white petal regions, and the accumulation of these
siRNAs is negatively correlated with CHS transcript levels (Morita et al., 2012). To our
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knowledge, post-transcriptional regulation of carotenoid biosynthesis by endogenous sRNAs has
not been reported.
In this study, we characterized the Mimulus lewisii mutant yellow expanded (yex). yex
mutant flowers have an altered nectar guide pattern with carotenoid pigmentation expanded
towards the distal end of the ventral petal. Through bulk segregant analysis and CRISPR/Cas9mediated gene editing, we demonstrated that the YEX locus encodes the Mimulus orthologue of
Arabidopsis Dicer-like 4, an endoribonuclease involved in sRNA biogenesis. Further, we show
that Mimulus lewisii DCL4 (MlDCL4) negatively regulates the expression of the carotenoid
activator RCP1. Based on our findings, we propose a model for nectar guide pattern formation in
Mimulus lewisii flowers.

RESULTS

The yex mutant has extended nectar guides and vegetative phenotypes

In order to identify genes regulating carotenoid biosynthesis and patterning in Mimulus
lewisii flowers, we performed a chemical mutagenesis screen in the wild-type LF10 background.
We recovered several recessive carotenoid mutants, one of which produces yellow pigmentation
extending beyond the boundaries of the nectar guides (Figures 1A and 1B). We named this
mutant yellow expanded (yex). The severity of the carotenoid phenotype differs from flower to
flower; while all mutant flowers have carotenoid pigmentation extending into the region between
the two yellow ridges and the white patch (i.e., light area) of the ventral petal, some also produce
carotenoids at the junction between the dorsal and lateral petal (Figure 1B).
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To quantify the carotenoid phenotype, we extracted carotenoids from the lower three
petals (i.e., the ventral and lateral petals) of 15-mm corollas. yex flowers produce ~2-fold more
carotenoids than wild-type flowers (Figure 1D). As expected, the variation in carotenoid content
is much greater in yex than in the wild-type, due to variable presence of carotenoids in lateral
petals. To assess whether this difference in carotenoid pigmentation is associated with
differential expression of carotenoid biosynthesis genes, we performed a quantitative reverse
transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR) in the light areas of 12-mm ventral petals. The transcript levels of
all the genes we assessed were ~2-2.5 fold higher in yex mutants than in wild-type (Figure 1E).
This indicates that YEX affects carotenoid biosynthesis at the transcriptional or posttranscriptional level.
The yex mutant also produces flowers with split corolla tubes: the dorsal petals are often
partially or completely separated from the lateral and ventral petals (Figure 1C), and the degree
of separation is correlated with the intensity of carotenoid pigmentation at the petal junction
(Figure 1B). Similarly, the stigma lobes are sometimes split, giving a serrated appearance (Figure
1F). In addition to floral phenotypes, yex plants also have vegetative phenotypes, including short
internodes and accelerated senescence of leaves (Figure 1G).

YEX encodes the homologue of Arabidopsis Dicer-like 4

To identify YEX, we utilized a strategy that combines bulk segregant analysis and
comparison of multiple mutants (LaFountain et al., 2017). Briefly, we produced an F2 population
by crossing yex to the wild-type LF10 and sequenced a pooled sample of DNA from those F2
plants displaying a yex phenotype using the Illumina HiSeq4000 platform. We mapped the
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resulting reads to the LF10 reference genome, searching for SNPs occurring at ~100% frequency.
To remove “false positive” SNPs resulting from non-specific mapping, we discarded any SNPs
with >200-fold coverage (assumed to be from highly repetitive regions). To remove 100% SNPs
resulting from genome assembly errors, we compared the SNP profile of the yex F2 sample to the
profiles of our previously sequenced mutants and eliminated any SNPs that were shared between
them. This narrowed the 100% SNPs unique to yex mutants to only 11 mutations.
Among these 11 candidate mutations, only one could obviously disrupt gene function.
This mutation results in a premature stop codon in the eighth exon of a gene encoding a protein
with 1,516 amino acids (Figure 2A). BLASTing against the Arabidopsis proteome and
phylogenetic analysis revealed that this protein is the orthologue of Arabidopsis Dicer-like 4
(Figures 2B and 2C). Dicer-like 4 is a type III restriction endonuclease that produces several
types of small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) required for development, defense, and stress
responses (Xie et al., 2005). Because the premature stop codon in the yex mutant would result in
the loss of all protein domains except the DEAD-box helicase domain, this is probably a null
allele.
To better understand the expression pattern of MlDCL4, we performed RT-PCR in
multiple wild-type LF10 tissues and different floral developmental stages (Figure 2D). As
expected, DCL4 is expressed in all tissues sampled: root, stem, leaf, and corolla. In the flower,
DCL4 expression peaks when corollas reach 10 mm in size and declines thereafter.
To verify the identity of the candidate gene, we generated mutant dcl4 alleles via
CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing in the LF10 background. We constructed a pYLCRISPR/Cas9P35SB plasmid containing four sgRNAs targeting two sites in exon 2 and two sites in exon 14 of
DCL4 (Supplementary Figure 1). In total, 42 transgenic lines were obtained, four of which were
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successfully edited (9.5% efficiency). One line, DCL4 CRISPR-33, presented with a mosaic
phenotype in the T1 generation, with some branches resembling wild-type and others resembling
the yex mutant (Supplementary Figure 2). This mutant phenotype could not be recovered from
selfed seeds in the T2 generation. Three other lines displayed stable phenotypes closely
resembling the yex mutant in the T2 generation: DCL4 CRISPR-4, -6, and -24 (Figure 3). Editing
was confirmed by sequencing around the target sites, which showed indels of various sizes
(Figure 3). These mutant alleles were named dcl4CR4, dcl4CR6, and dcl4CR24. Individuals found to
be homozygous for dcl4CR4 or dcl4CR24 and lacking the transgene were selected for further
analysis. We made complementation crosses between the yex mutant and these plants. All F1
plants recovered from these crosses displayed the yex mutant phenotype, confirming that yex is a
dcl4 allele (Figure 3). We will therefore refer to the yex allele as dcl4-1 in the remaining text.

dcl4-1 mutants have ectopic expression of the carotenoid regulatory gene RCP1

Based on the known function of DCL4 in the production of sRNAs, we hypothesized that
this gene could contribute to the patterning of the nectar guide in two ways. sRNA(s) produced
by DCL4 could target the transcripts of either (1) carotenoid biosynthesis gene(s) or (2) their
positive regulator(s) for degradation in the light area. Because a suite of carotenoid biosynthesis
genes is upregulated in dcl4-1 light areas, it is more likely that a small RNA produced by DCL4
targets a carotenoid transcriptional activator. Therefore, we assayed the expression levels of
RCP1 in the light areas of 12-mm corollas of LF10 and dcl4-1 plants by RT-PCR. We found that
while RCP1 is not expressed in the light area of wild-type plants, it is weakly expressed in
mutant light area (Figure 4A). In our previous study on RCP1, we found that this transcription
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factor is normally expressed at a very low level for only a short developmental window in the
nectar guides (Sagawa et al., 2016). Therefore even the weak expression we detected in the light
area of dcl4-1 is likely to be biologically significant. Correspondingly, flowers overexpressing
RCP1 show similar phenotypes to dcl4-1 mutants: they have carotenoid pigmentation expanded
into the space between the two yellow ridges, the light area, and the junction between the dorsal
and lateral petals (Sagawa et al., 2016; Figure 4B). These observations suggest that MlDCL4 is
required for the biogenesis of a sRNA that targets RCP1, and that ectopic RCP1 expression in the
dcl4-1 mutant is sufficient to alter carotenoid pigmentation pattern in the flower.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we used the yex mutant of Mimulus lewisii to examine the genetic
underpinnings of floral carotenoid patterning. We found that yex flowers, which have distally
expanded nectar guides, produce two-fold more carotenoids than those of wild-type, and that the
increased pigment content was correlated with upregulation of a suite of carotenoid biosynthesis
genes. Based on genetic mapping and CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing, we demonstrated that the
causal mutation in yex plants is in the Dicer-like 4 (DCL4) gene encoding an endoribonuclease
which produces regulatory sRNAs. Finally, we demonstrated that dcl4-1 mutants have ectopic
expression of the carotenoid activator RCP1, which provides a proximate explanation for the
expanded carotenoid phenotype.
In plants, sRNAs are necessary for development, environmental and stress responses, and
defense against viruses and transposons. The biogenesis of these small RNAs requires Dicer-like
endoribonucleases, of which angiosperms have at least four paralogues (DCL1-4) (Margis et al.,
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2006; Wang et al., 2016). DCL1 converts precursor RNA hairpins to 21-nt microRNAs
(miRNAs), while DCL2-4 primarily function in the processing of dsRNAs to generate several
types of small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) (reviewed in Borges and Martienssen, 2015). DCL4
processes the majority of 21-nt siRNAs, including endogenous trans-acting small interfering
RNAs (tasiRNAs) (e.g., Allen et al., 2004; Gasciolli et al., 2005; Xie et al., 2005; Blevins et al.,
2006; Henderson et al., 2006; Creasey et al., 2014).
Defects in the tasiRNA pathway can explain several of the other phenotypes observed in
yex. Our previous study on the flayed1 and flayed2 mutants of Mimulus lewisii, which encode
defective alleles of the tasiRNA biogenesis pathway genes AGO7 and SGS3, respectively, share
several of the phenotypes we observed in our dcl4-1 and DCL4 CRISPR/Cas9 mutants (Ding et
al., 2018). These include the lateral petal “nectar guides” as well as split corolla tubes and
stigmas (Figures 1B, 1C, and 2A). In the dcl4-1 mutant, these phenotypes are much less severe,
which could be explained by partial compensation of the dcl4-1 mutation by other Dicer-like
genes, a phenomenon that has been observed in Arabidopsis (Gasciolli et al., 2005; Henderson et
al., 2006; Parent et al., 2015). The accelerated senescence that we observed in our study is
apparently unrelated to the tasiRNA pathway, but is shared with dcl4 mutants in other systems.
Arabidopsis dcl4 mutants show an early transition from vegetative to reproductive growth (Xie
et al., 2005), and tomato dcl4 mutants show advanced leaf necrosis (Yifhar et al., 2012), resulting
in premature plant death. Both of these phenotypes are fairly similar to the accelerated aging of
yex, though these plants do not die soon after flowering.
The only dcl4-1 phenotype that is not present in tasiRNA mutants or dcl4 mutants in
other systems is the extended nectar guide. To produce this unique phenotype, DCL4 must
function independently of AGO7-1 and SGS3-1 (and perhaps of the tasiRNA pathway altogether)
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to regulate carotenoid patterning. This was confirmed by double mutant analysis; dcl4-1 sgs3-1
plants show additive phenotypes (Supplementary Figure 3). DCL4 clearly serves a nonredundant, non-canonical function in carotenoid pigmentation patterning. This is not entirely
unexpected, as both DCL4 and DCL2 have been shown to produce unique endogenous miRNAs
via non-canonical pathways (Rajagopalan et al., 2006; Amor et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2018), and
DCL4 has also been shown to participate in transcriptional regulation (Liu et al., 2012). There is
clearly much more to discover about the many regulatory roles Dicer-like proteins play in plants.
In Mimulus lewisii, DCL4 negatively regulates carotenoid pigmentation, restricting it to
the ridges of the ventral petal. We have shown that dcl4-1 mutants have ectopic carotenoids in
the ventral petal light area, and that this correlates with ectopic expression of the positive
carotenoid regulator RCP1. The similarly extended nectar guides of dcl4-1 mutants and RCP1
overexpression plants may indicate that DCL4 has some role in the regulation of this gene. We
hypothesize that DCL4 processes a small RNA that targets the transcripts of either RCP1 or its
upstream activator(s) for degradation. We anticipate that this small RNA is not a tasiRNA, as
neither ago7 nor sgs3 mutants have extended nectar guides. To test this hypothesis, the small
RNA libraries of wild-type and dcl4-1 developing corollas should be compared in a future study.
If small RNA sequences with complementarity to RCP1 are present in the mutant but not the
wild-type, RCP1 is subject to post-transcriptional regulation by DCL4-processed sRNA. If no
such small RNA is found, it is likely that this approach would lead to the discovery of a new
carotenoid regulator.
It should be noted that, in both dcl4-1 mutants and RCP1 overexpression plants,
carotenoid expression is still restricted to the nectar guide and light areas of the ventral and
sometimes lateral petals. This is due to the presence of a dominant carotenoid repressor,
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YELLOW UPPER (YUP) (Hiesey, et al., 1971; Bradshaw and Schemske, 2003), for which the
causal gene remains unidentified. YUP is clearly epistatic to RCP1, and therefore DCL4mediated regulation of carotenoid biosynthesis is certainly not the only nectar guide patterning
mechanism in Mimulus.
To our knowledge, this study represents the first potential example of sRNA-mediated
regulation of carotenoid patterning. It demonstrates a novel role for DCL4 in the regulation of
floral carotenoid biosynthesis, making it one of just four known genes contributing to this
important and ubiquitous floral phenotype.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant materials

The wild-type Mimulus lewisii LF10 inbred line was developed as described in Yuan et
al. (2013b). Ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) mutants were produced in the LF10 background
following Owen and Bradshaw (2011). All plants were grown in FAFARD soil mix #2 (Sun Gro
Horticulture) in the University of Connecticut EEB Research Greenhouses. The plants were
provided a 16-hour day length, supplementing natural light with sodium vapor lamps (~110-160
µmol m-2s-1). Plants were subirrigated and fertilized three times a week.

Carotenoid extractions
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To estimate the total carotenoid content of flowers, we collected and weighed the ventral
and lateral petals from 15 mm corollas. Five samples were collected on the same day from LF10
or yex plants. Any samples collected from the same individual plants were considered biological
replicates because these lines are highly inbred and variation in flower pigment content between
individual plants is not greater than the variation within individual plants. We extracted
carotenoid pigments in 1.3 mL of 100% methanol by grinding tissue with a nylon pestle and
pelleting the debris. 200 µL of the extract was diluted in 900 µL of 100% methanol and
absorption spectra were measured in a 1 cm quartz cuvette with a Varian Cary 50 UV/Vis
spectrometer. Total carotenoid content was then estimated by absorption at 440 nm and
normalized to 1 g of tissue.

Genetic mapping

To map the causal gene underlying the yex phenotype, we employed the hybrid bulk
segregant/mutant genome comparison method used in LaFountain et al., (2017). In brief, an
LF10 x yex (Ml14453) F2 population (203 individuals) was grown to flower. DNA samples were
collected from 35 plants displaying the yex phenotype and pooled with equal representation. A
small-insert library was prepared and ~400 million paired-end, 100-bp reads were generated by
an Illumina HiSeq 4000. We mapped the short reads to the LF10 genome assembly version 1.8
(http://monkeyflower.uconn.edu/resources/) using CLC Genomics Workbench 7.0 (QIAGEN). In
order to identify the causal mutation, which should have a 100% SNP frequency in the pooled
sample (compared to ~50% frequency expected for unrelated EMS mutations), we had to remove
“false positive” 100% SNPs resulting from genome assembly error or non-specific mapping. To
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that end, we compared the SNP profile of our bulk sample to the profiles of previously published
mutants (Yuan et al., 2013a; Sagawa et al., 2016; Ding et al., 2017, 2018; Stanley et al., 2017),
removing any SNPs which appeared in multiple profiles. Our script for bulk segregant analysis is
available on GitHub (https://github.com/qslin/Bulk-Segregation-Analysis).

Protein domain prediction and gene tree building

In order to predict protein domains, we used the NCBI conserved domain database
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/wrpsb.cgi) and ScanProsite
(https://prosite.expasy.org/scanprosite/) (de Castro et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2020). We built a
maximum likelihood (ML) phylogeny of the Mimulus lewisii Dicer-like proteins and the Dicerlike proteins from Arabidopsis and rice (Oryza sativa). The Arabidopsis sequences were
retrieved from TAIR (https://www.arabidopsis.org/), and the rice sequences were retrieved from
Phytozome v13 (https://phytozome-next.jgi.doe.gov/). Only the conserved domains that could be
confidently aligned across all sequences were used for phylogenetic analysis. ML analysis was
conducted using the RAxML web-server (http://embnet.vital-it.ch/raxml-bb/), with the JTT
amino acid substitution matrix and the GAMMA model of rate heterogeneity. Clade support was
estimated by 100 bootstrap replicates.

(q)RT-PCR and 5’RACE PCR

In order to estimate the expression levels of relevant genes, we performed qualitative and
quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR). We extracted total RNA using the Spectrum
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Plant Total RNA Kit (Sigma) and synthesized cDNA using the Superscript III First Strand
Synthesis Kit (Invitrogen), according to the manufacturers’ instructions. The relative transcript
levels of genes of interest were assessed qualitatively (RT-PCR) or quantitatively (qRT-PCR). All
(q)RT-PCR primers are listed in Supplementary Table 1. For qRT-PCR experiments, we used
Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) and a CFX96 Touch Real-Time
PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad). The protocol was as follows: 40 cycles of 95 °C for 15 s and
60 °C for 30 s. After confirming from melt curves that each primer pair yielded only a single
product, we used a dilution series of pooled cDNA samples (1:4, 1:8, 1:16, and 1:32) to
determine amplification efficiencies for each primer pair. As described in Yuan et al. (2013b),
MlUBC was used as the reference gene. Three independent tissue samples collected from LF10
or dcl4 plants were used for all qRT-PCR experiments unless otherwise indicated (lines are
highly inbred and variation in gene expression between individual plants is not greater than the
variation within individual plants). Relative expression of each target gene compared to the
reference gene was calculated using the formula (Eref)CP(ref) / (Etarget)CP(target) (Pfaffl, 2001).

CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing

Four 20-nt target sequences were chosen, two in exon 2 and in exon 14, intended to
induce large deletions in each exon. These target sequences were unique in the genome, and
immediately adjacent to Protospacer Adjacent Motifs (PAMs). Four sgRNA cassettes were
prepared by cloning target sequences (Supplementary Figure 1) into intermediate plasmids
containing gRNA scaffolds and one of the Arabidopsis U3 or U6 promoters:
pYLsgRNA_AtU3d, pYLsgRNA_AtU3b, pYLsgRNA_AtU6-1, and pYLsgRNA_AtU6-29 (Ma
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et al., 2015; Addgene Plasmids #66200, 66198, 66202, 66203). sgRNA cassettes from each
intermediate plasmid were amplified by nested PCR and linked together via Golden Gate ligation
(Engler et al., 2008). The full expression cassette containing four sgRNAs was cloned into the
pYLCRISPR/Cas9P35S-B plasmid (Ma et al., 2015; Addgene Plasmid #66190). Primers for
cloning can be found in Supplementary Table 2. The DCL4 pYLCRISPR/Cas9P35S-B plasmid
was verified by sequencing and subsequently stably transformed into wild-type LF10 plants by
Agrobacterium-mediated vacuum infiltration, following the protocol described in Yuan et al.
(2013a).
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Figure 1. Phenotypes of yex mutants. (A through C) Corollas of wild-type LF10 (left) and yex
mutants with weak to strong phenotypes (right three images). (A) Front view with dorsal (d)
lateral (l) and ventral (v) petals indicated. (B) Nectar guide view. Key areas are marked with
asterisks (white = lateral/dorsal petal junction; red = region between nectar guide ridges; black =
light area). (C) Side view. Red arrows indicate the separation of dorsal and lateral petals. (D)
Carotenoid concentration of LF10 and yex corollas, estimated by absorbance at 440 nm. Error
bars are one standard deviation (n = 5 flowers collected from LF10 or yex plants). Asterisks
indicate differences from the wild type (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, Student’s t-test). (E) Transcript
levels of a subset of carotenoid biosynthesis genes in LF10 and yex 12-mm light areas. Error bars
are one standard deviation (n = 3 samples of pooled light areas from 10 flowers of LF10 or yex
plants). Asterisks indicate differences from the wild type (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, Student’s ttest). (F) Stigmas of LF10 (left) and a severe yex mutant (right). (G) Stems of LF10 (left) and yex
(right) plants of the same age with approximately the same number of nodes.
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Figure 2. Identification of YEX. (A) A schematic of the MlDCL4 gene showing the yex
mutation. Black boxes indicate exons; lines indicate introns. (B) Protein schematic of MlDCL4
showing important domains: DEAD Helicase = DEAD-box helicase; dsRBF = double stranded
RNA-binding fold; PAZ = Piwi Argonaut Zwille; RnaseIII = Ribonuclease III family; dsRBD =
double stranded RNA-binding domain. (C) RAxML maximum likelihood tree of Mimulus lewisii
Dicer-like proteins and Dicer-like proteins from Arabidopsis and rice. GenBank accession
numbers for the sequences are provided after each gene name. Bootstrap values are shown along
the branches. (D) Qualitative RT-PCR showing expression of MlDCL4 in different tissues and
developmental stages of wild-type LF10 plants. PCR cycle numbers are shown at right. MlUBC
was used as the reference gene.
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Figure 3. Gene verification by CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing. Front view and nectar guide view
of wild-type LF10 (left), dcl4 CRISPR mutants, and complementation crosses (yex x dcl4
CRISPR F1). The sequence for each mutant allele is provided below. Orange boxes indicate
target sequences; the triangle indicates an insertion, and the dashes indicate deletions.
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Figure 4. Ectopic RCP1 expression. (A) Qualitative RT-PCR of RCP1 in LF10 and dcl4-1 12mm corolla light areas. MlUBC was used as the reference gene. PCR cycle numbers are indicated
at right. (B) Flower phenotypes of RCP1 overexpression lines. Key areas are marked with
asterisks (white = lateral/dorsal petal junction; red = region between nectar guide ridges; black =
light area).
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Supplementary Figure 1. sgRNA target sequences. The four target sites chosen for this study
are shown: two in the second exon and two in the fourteenth exon (base pair positions are based
on genomic DNA). Red, lower case letters indicate the target sites; yellow, highlighted text
indicates the protospacer adjacent motifs (PAMs).
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Supplementary Figure 2. DCL4 CRISPR-33. Front view (top) and nectar guide view (bottom)
of LF10 and DCL4 CRISPR -33 T1 plants.
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Supplementary Figure 3. sgs3 dcl4 double mutant. Flower phenotypes of sgs3-1 (left) and
sgs3-1 dcl4-1 double mutants. Key areas are marked with asterisks (red = region between nectar
guide ridges; black = light area).
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